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DOUBLE CRIME
RINGS CURTAIN
ON NEAL CASE
Awful Death Has Remred From the
'Scene All the Chief Actors In
the Shrader Tragedy.
• BULLETS IN THEIR HEARTS END
LIVES  OF WILL HAI
 AND WIFE.
Had Seen LiviniaTogether Under Assumed
Name Only a Few IDays..Supposed That
the Man Committed Murder and Sui-
cide But Some Doubt Exists As To
Which of the Couple Fired
the Fatal Shots.
/ YOUNG WOMAN'S BODY WILL BE BURIED HERE.
.....
T. (Froin Thursday's Daily.)la a boarding house at Louisville
,yesterday afternoon an awful double
crime ended the lives of Nellie Rob-
pogiiinson Neal and Willtom E. Neal and
0 removed from the scene the last of
the principal actors in the shock lug
Slimier tragedy.
Whether Neal killed is wife or
was shot by her is not absolutely
certain, but it is likely that he mur-
dered her and then eommitted sui-
cide, though one Louisville paper,
the Herald, asserts that the powder
marks show that the young woman
Bred the fatal shots.
Never Faltered.
According to the Courier-Journal,
Neal's terrible purpose was formed
moatbri ago, when he took James K.
Shrader's life, and he never faltered
In his determination. The deed fol-
lowed an apparent reconciliation
with Mrs. Neal.
The Courier Journal says: Sounds
of a qua:rel, followed by two revol-
ver shots in quick succession, In a
emmond-nou room at the boarding-
house of Mrs. J. 0. Baird, 619 West
Broadway, at 2 o'clock yesterday al-
ter000u, are the only known details
preceding the trwedy in whic,h Wil-
liam E. Neal, under indictment for
the 'murder of James K. Shrader,
former assistant commonwealth's
ttorney, shot and killed his wife,
re. Irlie Robinson Neal, on whose
account he killed Schrader. W. W.
Burt, a friend of Neale's, advances
;7' the theory that Mrs. Neal herself
Bred the shots, but he gives no reas
one. Neal's friends are generally
., agreed that he had intended from
the outset to kill his wife aud that
be never faltered In his plans. All
the circumstances bear out the theo-
ry.
Panic Reigned.
!or a time a time after the shots
been heard panic reigned in the
and the members of the fami-
baring for their lives, fild not
to enter the chamber. Mes-
Were dispatched to the polio*
tIrthe neighbors, but it was ev-
latiates before the door was
open and the two bodies
head.
Wilisan, lying fully dressed on
the side of the bed, was
blood and bet chid
the throat, disclosed
bad ended her AL
In esderolothee *ad
*Ott kW tfill
, with there-
voiver on fluor at the edge of the
cot.
Neal was still alive, but was rapid-
ly sinking and entirely unconscious.
Within • few seconds after the room
was opened all signs of life failed,
and the last chapter of the history
which Logan with the killing of
Schrader was written and forever
ended.
Assumed Names.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal went to the
home of Mrs. Baird Monday morn-
ing, and engaged a loom, saying that
they expected to be there for two
days, and saying her for that length
of time. They gave the name of
"Johnson," not even giving initials.
This made the identification a mat-
ter of some diffloulty for a time.
When the Neale took up their resi-
dence at Mrs. Baird's, Neal statel
that he intended to buy a livery
stable In Louisville, and was absent
much of the time during the succeed-
ing days. On Monday Mrs. Neal
was sick, and remained in bed all
day.
On Tuesday she eas able to be up
and was down to dinner at the usual
hour. Yesterday she went down-
stairs to breakfast, but nothing was
seen or heard of Neal until dinner
time, when Mrs. Neal went to Mrs.
Baird, and telling her that Neal was
sick, asked that dinner be prepared
and taken up to him. The meal was
placed on a tray, atid N re. Neal went
upstairs with it. It was still on the
tray, almost untouched, when both
husband and wife were cold in death.
Awful Sequel.
The tragedy of which yesterday's
murder and suicide is believed to be
a sequel was the killing of James K.
Shrader, former assistant common-
wealth's attorney, by Neal on the
night of February 1. Neal fired two
bullets into the body of Shrader in
the office of the Capital hotel, 826
East Market street, from the effects
of w,hich Shrader dlid at the city
hospital wady the following day.
The deed was the result of an al-
leged intrigue between %racier and
the woman ',bodied at the bands of
Neal yesterday.
Another Theory.
The 'J....olivine Herald says: The
wound In Neal's breast was of such
a aster, that it mild not have been
self-inffieted. It ranged tram the
left breast toward the right. The di-
rection taken by the bullet which
ended the woman's life was Inch as
would have been =Anna in salad*
—ransingsloenard and slightty to
the left. Both were through the
; 4 44 • • 1F,IL
That*. eoupie hadquorniad, d nopoitdstios with either party to the
that the woman, standing beside the
cot. sped the bullet into Neal's heart,
then turned the weapon upon herself,
staggering backward in the death
agony toward the door, is the only
tenable theory to account for the
facts in the case.
The reports yosterday afternoon
that Neal had killed his wife and had
then walked across the room to lie
down on the cot before committing
suicide are not borne out in view of
the quick successions of the shots,
even leaving the matter of the pow-
der burns out of the question.
HOPKINSVILLE IS
SHOCKED BY NEWS
Both Victims of Tragedy Are
Well Known Here.—Inter-
ment of Mrs. Neal's
Remains.
The report of the tragedy was re-
ceived here late yesterday afternoon
and created a great sensation. Mrs.
Neal was formerly Miss Nell Robir-
eon, datighter of the late Prof. Wil-
liam Robinson, of this city, formerly
county surveyor. She WM married
at an early age to H. G. Wcod, of
this city,the wedding being an elope-
ment. After they had lived together
for some time, a divorce W&P secured
and since then the young woman had
lived with her mother, retaining
charge their one child,a little daugh-
ter.
A Sporting Man.
Mr. Neal came here a little over
two years ago and at that time pos-
sessed several horses and, it is said,
about $8,000 in cash. He entered on
a sporting career soon after locating
here and before he left had lost, it is
said, about everything he possessed,
the horses being sold one by ODO to
meet his obligations. It is said that
when ocher he was very quiet and
never gave offense, but when drink-
ing it was well to let him alone. He
never was mixed in any trouble of
any consequence while living here.
He always dressed nicely and pre-
sented ad attractive appearance.
His Last Visit.
He returned here about three or
four weeks ago and spent ten days.
During this time he made no at-
tempt, it is said, to collect evidence
for his trial, but merely spent the
time with friends. He acted queerly.
When spoken to he would often sit
staring into vacancy and a question
would have to repeated several times
before lie would be recalled to him-
self and then his attention would
have to be held to the sub) et or it
would wander again. He seldom
talked about his troubles.
Since leaving this city Mfli. Neal
has never returned even for a visit.
The Letters.
In regard to the two envelopes
found in the room addressed to Mr.
R. C. Hardwick and Mr. F. L. Wil-
kinson, of this city, nothing is known
here. Mr. Hardwick purchased a
diamond front Mrs. Neal several
months ago giving her a reeeipted
account and some cash in payment
for the stone. Afterward Mrs. Neal
purchased the stone trom Mr. Hard-
wick, the deal being consun,mated
by mail. This deal was made early
in the spring, some time near the
time that Neal killed Shrader.
Mr. Wilkinson was the attorney
who brought the suit for divorce for
Mrs. Neal from her former husband,
and at that time he also transacted
most of the business for Mrs. Robin-
son. Mrs. Neal's mother. ovei'
year ago, however, their affairs were
turned over to the Planters Bank
Trust company and Mr. Wilkinson
bad no further oorreepondence with
S. Neal. He did not even know
rj bunsall. /knee these tuatiore
inclosed neither Mr. Hardwick
or Mr. Wilkinson has had any sof-
trsgedy land they have no idea why
the envelopes addressed to them
mould be fund in the room.
Wanted Suit Filed.
Judge Charles H. Bush, of this
city, received a letter a few weeks
ago front Mrs. Neal asking him tofile suit for her against Len Bridwell,
of Louisville, for defamation °totter-
aoter. Bridwell was proprietor of theCapital hotel in which the Shradertragedy occurred, and he is said tohave charged Mrs. Neal with Im-proper conduct with James K. Shea-
r and ordered her to leave the ho-
tel
e Bush ia reply to the letterlug to Mrs. Neal to secure a
Lo le lawyer.
Burial Here.
telegram to Mr. A. W. Pyle, of
*Smithson, undertakers, was
received this morning stating that
the body of Mrs. Neal would bebroafiht to Hopkineville for burial.
Thdiremains will arrive here at 6:18
ova? the Louisville & Nashville rail-
road, and the funeral will be from
the station. The interment will take
plum in Hopewell cemetery, where
the burial service of tbe Methodist
°batch, o&which Mrs. Neal was a
member, will be read by the R9V. W
F. Cashman.
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DEATH IN GRAVES.
— —
Ex•Representativb Worr e I
Passes Away.
The Mayfield Messenger sayi:
We are called on to chronicle the
death of one of the county's well
known citizens in the person of the
Rev. W. W. Worrel, who died at the
home of A. J. Gilbert, six miles north
of the city, Friday, September 2.
There is probably no man who a few
years ago that was better known to
the people of Graves county than
Mrslorrel. He was born in Chris-
tian county about eighty .two years
ago, but has been a citizen of this
county the greater part of his very
long life.
Read Page- 6
of today's New Era. It will interest
you.
DIED SUNDAY
Conductor Watt Rutherford, who
was run over by his train at Norton-
vine Saturday night and both legs
out off below the knee, died of his
injuries Sunday night. Everything
possible was dons for him but his
lift could not be saved. His wife and
child, living at Nebo, Ky., survive
him.
DREAD DIM
Causes Death of Young
•Waiter Anderson.
, From Thursday's Daily)
Mr. Walter W. Anderson, died
at the home of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Anderson on Jesup's
avenue this morning at 9 o'clock.
Ccnsumption was the cause of his
death. He was twenty-five years of
age today. He was a member of the
Methodist church and unmarried.
He had many friends in this city and
elsewhere who will learn of his pre-
mature death with genuine sorrow.
The funeral will take place tomor-
row afternoon at 8.o'clock at the late
residence, and the Interment will be
In Hopewell cemetery.
ELOPE AN 0 WED
Mr. Lawrence O'Neal, of Pem-
broke, and Miss Lucy Belle Ham-
bough, of New Providence, Tenn.,
eloped from this city to Madison-
ville last Tu.**y and were married.
The bride was attending the Asti.
tuts here. The boom is a prominent
young mait of Pembroke, 'while the
Wide is it headsman and Weaned
roans lady.
SUES ROAD FOR
$10,000 DAMAGES
Samuel Marlow Claims That He Was Eject..
Without Cause From Circus
Train and Sadly Injured.
it ...
,.. 
. .
Samuel Marlow has sued the L. A
N. railroad for $10,000 damages. "Ale
a,..
claims that he joined the Sells i
witho ejected from
bAre
ing kt a
Downs cirrus at Clarksville and fore 'Teaching Cosily. sisf Mega
while coming to this city one June that He was Severely hurt, especially7th with the other employes of the in one eye, which is injured p.m*.circus on their special trains he was nently.
RESIDENCE ON FIRE
WHILE OCCUPANTS1WERE
SLEEPING.
Awakened By Neighbors Af-
ter Flames Had Burst
Through Roof.
(From Thursday's Daily.)
The residence of Mr. W. E Guth-
rie, on Coleman street, between 18th
and 14th streets, was burned last
night about 11:15 o'clock. The lire
originated in the kitchen and when
discovered by passersby had broken
through the roof. When the alarm
was turned in and tbe department
arrived at the scene, the Gatti...build-
ing was in a blaze, and it will prove
almost a total loss. Mr. and Mrs.
Guthrie knew nothing of the tire un-
til awakened by neighbors, but much
of the furniture was saved. The!
building, which belonged to the
Coleman heirs, was valued at about
8800 an had 000 ineurance.
Page 6
of this issue of the New Era is very
interesting. Read It.
Mr. Latnam's Clft.
Fresident Frazer, of the M. and F.
college for colored students, is in re-
ceipt of check for $60 from John C.
Latham. The money is to be usedfor the benefit of the institution and
the gift is greatly appreciated.
THE INSTITUTE.
The Christian county teachers in-
stitute in 'Elision at the courthouse
is proving to be one of the most
profitable ever held here. Dr. R. N.
Roark, the instructor, is doing splen-
did work in his helpful talks and is
increasing interest in the cause of
education.
One of the best improved homes in
Hopkinsville for sale. Possession
can be given at once. For terms, ap-
ply on premisis, on Walnut street.
ddiwtt Mrs. Nat Gaither.
Notes About People
(From Thursday's Daily)
Mr. and Mrs. Joel S. Wallis are
visiting the family of Mr. and Mrs.
A. M. Wallis. This is thelfirst time
that Mr. Wallis has been in the city
since he moved to Nebraska 36 years
ago. The town seems entirely new to
him and he finds comparatively few
of his old friends of the past living.
John T Waller of St. Petersburg,
Floriday, arrived in Hopkinsville
Monday night. He will visit in
Madisonville and Hopkinsville for a
few weeks and then return with his
wife and child to their southern
home.—Madisonville Graphic.
Lieut. Napoleon Riley who has
been visiting his father at Newstead,
will leave next week for Fort Me-
Pherson, 0**1.whfire he lir sta-
tioned temporarily and r willjoin his regiment in the Philippines.
SIGI OF THE fill'
••••••mo•••••••.a4 •31. 41 i.e
WITH WALTER EDWARDS
AS SHERLOCK HOLMES.
- :
Fine Attraction Is Booked
For Next Tuesday Night. -
Wilson Barrett's Play.
The local theatrical season hat
opened up in a most promising man-
ner. The two shows that have been
seen fully realized expectations and
two really excellent attractions arebooked for engagement* in the near
future.
wards, who is a great favorite in4h
Hopkinsville, will be seen in "The
Sign of the 'Four." Mr. Edwards
starred success fully in this
play last season. He opened in
New York and was heartily praisedby the critics for his fine work, and
everywhere he appeared on the tour
of the country he and his company
were enthusiastically received. In
Louisville, both Mr. Edwards andhis play were accorded exceptional
commendation by the press, and for
• week literally packed the theatre.
AP everybody knotre, "The Sign of
the Four" is a dramatization of Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle's famous novel
of that title. The principal charac-
ter, and that portrayed by Mr. Ed-
wards, is Sherlock Holmes, now
the most celebrated detective in fic-
tion. "rho. plot is in Dr. Doyle's .
cleverest style sad thrillingly later-
esting. Sberlook Holmes is a part
after Walter Edwards' own bear,
and in presenting it, he does the b4t
acting of his stage career. Mr. Ed-
wards is remembered most pleasant-
ly by Hopkinsville theatre goers. as
the °Wiwi the Vendome Stock Ceti,-
pany, and his friends will crowd the •
opera house next Tuesday night.
. • •
. i
Following the Edwards' engage-
ment, "The Sign of the Cris," the i
similarity of titles being tiperely a
coincident, will be seen f,r the first
time at Holland's opera house. Tilt*
is the play made far us by the • isaik
Wilson Barrett, t noted Engliiihtactor, and will be presented dere by . Act 1:in poorHiegdi.aolf Nt e 
_Irrkee cdortnampaz
only compa y appearin n tAe play*
hity
artists seleeted .oni the leadag
Americart and London tres, the * :
*"The Sign of th rose" lie we or
in
in this con y, produoi a grapido
sp.—Philadelphia Star. .
:k picture of R ei ,e time of Nero..
the most temarkable. plays of the
Wilson Barrett's play is a 'holm*. "breaking away from the convent-kin*
al dranit.,
-Witahinr,ten Timee.
It :was 'a wonderful production,
leaving a strong impresillon on all
who *housed it. 
-Ruffslo Commer-
cial.
toseday night Walter Ed-.1-
Vat Orsgeglls
-
•
"sea
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NB WALTER KNIGHT BE-
COMES CITY Juocr.
Bstimates For Sewerage
SyStarn Submitted to the
City Council.
(From Saturday's Daily)
?be eity council met last night in
4•fligtt1aelisasiou and all the members
present. Mayor Henry being
absent from the city, Councilman J.
• B. Galbreath was elected mayor pro
• tem., and presided over the meeting.
Olibis monthly reports of the city
liffiastifer, chief of police,
house commissioner and ceme-
tery sexton covering the business of
their respective departments for the
month of August were filed and ap-
proved.
The water and light committee re
ported favorably in the matter of
placing a fire plug at the corner of
O'Neal avenue and First street and
k the work was ordered done.
The city. engineer was Instructed
o to begin woik on the concrete fouls-
Hon for the new fire department
building to be erected on Ninth
street and the finance committee was
directed to receive bids for the erec
Um of said building. Councilman
Xi. H. Davis was appointed a mem-
ber of this committee.
Much to the regret of the council.
Judge Douglas Bell tendered his res-
ignation of the office of city judge,
which he has so ably and efficiently
tilled for the last two and • half years.
The resignation was accepted and a
,00Mmittee consisting of Councilmen
Davis, Jniskiton and Whitlow was ap-
( pointed to draft resolutions express-
.
its of the council's regret at Judge
Bales resignation and its apprecia-
tion of the manner in *ich he con-
ducted the office.
Judge Bell's resignation Causes
teneral regret on the part of the pub-
lics Having :formed a, partnership
with Judge James Breathitt, Judge
' Bell decided it was best to resign the
city judgeship as the 'duties of the
°Mee required so much of his time
that it would seriously interior with
his law practice. He haa filled the
offloe creditably to himself and sat-
isfactorily to the public.
- After accepting Judge Bell's resig-
nation, the council elected Mr. Wal-
ter Haight to Lill the vacancy, and
Itches already entered upon the du-
titss of the office. The selection is a
gtiod one.
Engineer McCiald submitted draw
Ingo and estimates on the propo,ed
sewerage system, which were exam-
ined and Sled. The estimated cost
of putting in the system was Aleut
$80,000. The coonoil decided to meet
Friday night, Sept. 9, and discuss
the matter fully. A sewerage system
has been advocated for many years by
the citizens of Hopkinsville, and it
probable that the council will act
favorably on the proposition, and in
the event this is done, the matter of
Issuing the bonds for this purpose
would have to be submitted to a
vote of the citizens of the city At the
coming November election.
REGISTRATION
Those Who Move After Sep-
tember 9 Cannot Vote.
The secretaries of both political
parties in this state-are sending out
notices to the county chairmen to
warn the voters in regard to 
I 
chaug-
1 g their places of residence. All per-us who move out of the precinct in
which they are now living after Sep-
tember 9 will not be allowed to reg-
ister, and will lose their vote in No-
vember.
The state law specifies that a per-
son must live in a precinct sixty days
befit% the election in order to be al-
lowed to' v•,te.
irhe date of registration this year
are October 9, 10 and 11, througio Lo
the state, except in Louisville, where
registration will be held only on Oz-
, tober 9 and 10.
INAllitt's t sake
1.!": PP" —aagitisirf
How to Spend Six Days to Best Advant-
age.--An Interesting Itinerary.
lion. make up your blind that you
ean't see it all and spend this morning
In the east pavilion—Sweden, Oen
many, Holland, Canada, Austria. At
noon go out of doors and turn to the
left. Take lunch on some pleasant
porch along the way—a cup of tea in
Japan or Ceylon. Follow the water
ways to the Music pavilion and flower
beds and the Peace monument. If
your tastes so incline, walk through
Machinery and Transportation build-
ings and perhaps the Electricity build
ing.
i Spend the evening on the Pike.
I WEDNESDAY—Enter the grounds
at the Administration entrance o-
via the Intramural. Visit the Aus
trian house for art and arts craft
the finest display of its kind on the
grounds; Holland house, a reproafc-
tion of an old Dutch house, witif
copy of Rembrandt's "Night Watch;"
Sweden, a modest establishment of a
hunting club; Great Britain, with its
old English garden and trimmed shrub-
bery, and rooms illustrating different
periods of English furnishing; Bel-
gium, China, Cuba, Brazil, Nicaragua
Siam and Mexico and the extremely in
teresting exhibit of Belgium. France
lies just across the way—a reproduc-
tion of the Grand Trianon and the
Garden of Versailles—and the little
Italian temple crowns a hilltop. Here
in a group is enough to occupy all
day. The United States life-saving ex-
hibit, the Ferris wheel, the Forestry
and Fish and Game buildings are in
the same locality.
THURSDAY—Go direct to the Fine
Arts Palace and see Great Britain and
the Unite' ) States pavilion. When
weary leave the Art Palace, walk to
the right, lunch at one of the out-of-
door cafes, if you can afford it, in
Germany. Then visit the Palace of
Charlottenburg and spend the rest of
the day in the Education, Mines and
Government buildings. Spend the eve-
ning on the Pike or in the illuminated
Palace of Fine Arts.
FRIDAY—Enter the Varied Indus
tries building and pass by degrees
through the Manufactures and Liberal
Arta buildings, and the rest of the
day on the Terrace of the States.
SATURDAY—Make a final visit to
the Art Palace, West pavilion, France
and Sculpture court. Take the Intra-
mural to the Horticulture and Agri-
cultural buildings. Jerusalem, the Boer
camp or the Philippines. The Indiah
schools are extremely interesting and
well worth while. Of course when
near the Illinois building one should
register.
Personal taste naturally governs the
sightseeing and some not caring to
grasp the whole would map out just
the things of most interest to them.
A writer in the Chicago Evening
Post, "L. M. MCC.." offers the follow-
ing suggestions on spending a week at
the World's Fair to best advantage. 
Hesays:
Rooms at $1.25 and $1.50 a day, with
breakfast, are abundant. When land-
ing at the union station, if undecided'
about location, go at once to the bureau
of information in the station, where
lists of rooming-houses and small
hotels may be had. 'Choose a place
near the grounds if possible. If in
walking distance so much the better,
as one may be independent of crowded
cars and save car fares.
It is best to have breakfast at the
boarding-house or near by, and depend
on the restaurants of the Exposition
for luncheon and dinner. I have yet
to bear of a ease of extortion, and the
restaurants in the grounds are Inter.
citing if ono chooses wisely.
Just a word about clothes. The wise
woman will wear a light-weight walk-
ing suit, with dark waist—as pretty as
she choose in neckwear—and the man
will have a light-weight coat and get
rid of a heavy vest. White shirtwaists
are a Joy to womankind, but by mid-
day they lose their freshness and at
night they are distressing. A silk shire
waist suit is not warm and just the
thing.
MONDAY—Get a bird's eye view.
Make it an outdoor day. Take a map
of the grounds and get your bearings.
Take the Intramural train at Station
1, or at Station 17, the terminus, and
ride all the way around, keeping both
eyes wide open for points of interest
noted on the map. Leaving the Intra-
mural after the round trip, walk to
ward the Grand Basin and Cascade
Fountains, identifying the buildings
along the way, drinking in the beauty,
resting near the music pavilion to hear
one or two numbers, studying the
Louisiana monument And finally climb-
ing the Colonnade of States.
Statuary has greeted one on every
side. The artists' names are conspi-
cuous and no time is lost in taking this
walk leisurely. From the Colonnade
of States, with a map in hand, one
may pick out the large buildings and
get enduring impressions of the grand-
eur of the Exposition as a whole.
A return walk may be made to the
right past the German building tiS the
Sunken garden and the imposing Gov-
ernment building. But by all means
stay out of doors one day. Take sup-
per out.of doors and linger around the
Grand Basin while the lights are being
turned on. Choose a place near a band
stand and after dark take to the Pike
and keep out of doors.
TUESDAY—If one is a lover of art
devote the early hours to the galleries.
Take the Intramural to Arl.Palace sta-
MEI CLOSED
Vanhooser and McChord's
Stook Is Closed.
The grocery of Val.hooser At Mc-
Chord on North Virginia stieet 1 e-
tween Fifth and S'I•h was closed
yesterday afternooli by the sheriff on
papers sworn out by Orr, M ,zelt & Co.
The indebtedness of Viiiihooser &
McChord to this cowries iy was Piz 91
Sprain..
S. A. Read. t is,'.'. Texas, writes,
March 11. 1901: "My wrist was
sprained so badly by a fall that it
was useless; and after using several
remedies that f.siled to give relief,
used Beilard's Snow Liniment. and
was cured. I earnestly recortio.eint
It to soy one suffering ft om sprains.'
25c, 50c, $1. Sold by Ray & Fowler
Prospects Bright.
A. letter received from Jas. A. Mc-
Kenzie. Jr , by a :Heil I ix i this city,
states that he Mild J,•1111 S•out, who
are now located in 6eattie. Wash-
ington, are more then pleased with
t e country, and :ha., prospects are
bright :or the future ii their adopt-
ed liotne.—B •wiing Green Times-
Journal.
•
Beautiful Women.
Plump chrel.s, flushed with the
soft glow of health and a pure com-
plexion, make all women beautiful.
Take a small dose of Herbine after
each meal; it will prevent constipa-
tion and help digest s hat you have
eaten. 60c. MI ta. Wm. M. Stroud,
Midlothian, Texas, writes, May 31,
1901: "We have used Herbine in
our family for eight years, and found
it the best medicine SVP ever •.:seci for
constipation, bilious fever aid and
malaria." Sold by Bay & Fowler.
AL 11111 yr CO 3Ft
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WM. J. BRIAN
Prefers to Speak In the West
and Mostly in Indiana.
(Special to New Era)
NEW YORK, Sept. 2 —Secreter
Croy Woodson, of the Di on
national committee, has received a
letter from William J. Bryan, in
which Mr. Bryan says he will be a'
the disposal of the Democratic com-
mittee for campaign purposes dur-
ing the month of October. Mr. Bry-
an indicates that he' would prefer
speaking in the West, mostly in In-
diens.
The Stomach is the Man.
A weak stomach weakens the man
because it ca' not transforn I he foi d
he iats into nourishment. Health
ami strength cannot be rest..wed to
any sick men or weak woman with-
out first restoring health and .trerg
th to the stomach. A weak stomach
cannot digest enough food to feed
the tissues and revive the tired and
run down limbs of the organ and
body. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests
what you eat, cleanses and strength-
ens the glands and membranes of
the stomach, and cures indigestion,
dyspepsia and all stomach troubles.
Sold by R C Hardwick.
Engagement Announced.
Mr. and Mrs M. H. Jagoe, of
Cadiz, have announced the engage-
msnt of their daughter, Miss Nancy
Leo, to Prof. D. W Bridges, of Lew-
isburg, Tenn. The wedding will
take place some time this fall.
Nasal Catarrh quickly yields
to treatment by Ely's Cream n Balm,
which is agreeably aromatic. It is re-
ceived through the nostrils, cleanses
and heals the whole surface over
which it diffuses itself. A remedy
for Nasal Catarrh which Is drying or
exciting to the diseased membrane
should not be used. Cream Bairn is
recognized as a specific. Price 60
cents at all druggists or by mail. A
cold in the head immediately disap-
pears when Cream Balm is used.
Ely Brothers, 56 Wei ren street, New
York.
HAS PISSED AM
AFTER AN ILLNESS OF TY-
PHOID FEVER.
Miss Elizabeth Stites Died
Friday Afternoon.—Fu-
neral Sunday.
(From Saturday's Daily)
Miss Elizabeth H. Stites died yes-
terday afternoon at her suburban
home of typhoid fever after an Ill-
ness of brief duration. She had been
itioally ill several days prior to
her death, but the wide circle of her
friends were not prepared for the sad
aonouncement of the fatal termina-
tion-of her illness, and they were in-
expressibly shocked and saddened.
Miss Stites was one of the moat pop-
ular young ladies in Hopkineville,
possessing great attractiveness of
mind and manners and a personality
that won the admiration and love of
all who knew her. She had an ex-
cel:eat ethication supplemented by
extensive reading. On her family
and friends who lavished a wealth of
affection, and she was at all times
sympathetic, gracious and unselfish.
The memory of her beautiful life is a
legacy that cannot be taken away,
but will linger forever in the lives of
thou who knew her best. She was
anonseciated Christian, and a de-
vote 1 member of the Ninth-street
Preshyterian church. Miss Stites
was the youngest daughter of Maj.
John T. Stites, a prominent citizen.
The surviving. members of her im-
mediate family are Mr. John Stites,
of Louisville; Dr. Frank M. Stites,
and Misses Annie and Susie Stites.
The funeral services will be held
Sunday afternoon at the late resi-
dence, and the body will be laid to
rest in Hopewell c-metery.
WILL WED
Ex-Coy. Taylor to Marry Miss
St. John on Sept. 7.
• (Special to New Era)
KNOXVILLE, Sept. 3.--Ex-Gov.
Robert L. Taylor announced laid
night that he bad sold his home
In this city to M. D. Arnold
for $22,000. He will go to Bris-
tol, Tenn., to reside, where he has
bought the controlling interest in the
Bristol Courier, and where he will
oleo start a magazine. Gov. Taylor
will be married on Sept. 7 at Chilho-
ale, Vs., to Miss Mamie St. John.
WILL HANG
(Special to New Era)
OWENSBORO. Ky., Sept. 8- R
Green, col., was today found guilty
of and sentenced to death for the
murder of James Coomes.
It will be remembered that Coomes
was found in a vacant house
where he had been murdered and a
stake driven through his neck and
nailed to the wall, pinning him
down so that the stake had lo be cut
off before the body could be mcved.
Green lured the man to the vacant
house and murdered him for what
money he had.
Green was recently captured in
Louisville after a fierce fight with
police officers to whom he was point-
ed out by two Owensboro negroes
sent un there to assist in locating
him.
Tribd For Lunacy.
Russell Veazey, the half-wit!ed
young man who caused so much ex-
citement at the show grounds, Mon-
day afternom, and came so near
stabbing Marshal Biggs, before he
could get out of his way, was carried
before Judge Crouse Tuesday and
tried for lunacy. He was adjudgid
of unsound mind and ordered sent to
the asylum at Hopkinsville, and was
carried there Wednesday afternoon.
—Sebree News.
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Calmage
Strnion
By Rev,
Frank DeWitt Talmage, D. D.
Los Angeles. cal . Sept. this
sermon. which Is specially- appropriate
to the Sunday before Labor day, the
preacher expresses his sympathy with
the hard lot of the workingman and
points& out sotne of the conditions which
increase his difficulties. The text is
Exodus 1, 12. "The more they afflicted
them the more they multiplied and
"flOnie virtues." wrote Joseph Addi-
son. "are seen only In affliction." But
from the Egyptian standpoint It whuld
take • very long and a very useless
invtistigation to find any virtue in the
national catastrophe which, as the text
would indicate, was about to over-
whebn the Egyptian kingdom. The
mightiest foreign foe ever assembled
upon the boideriand drained by the
arteries of the gigantic Nile was not
to be feared as mach as was the host
of enslaved Hebrews who were living
among them. It was only a few hun-
dred years before that a little handful
of Hebrews, with their flocks and
Iffeda, bed migrated to and settled in
the land of Goehen during the pre-
inieribip of Joseph, the famous states-
ide. But since that time the de-
sedhdarite of old Jacob had multiplied
so greatly that now they could be
counted literally by the hundreds of
thousands. Not only in numbers wereik
tbay to be feared, but in mental power
abet. With the proverbial acquisitive-
of the Hebrew. thee people leers
absorbing much of fhle iresith of the
kingdom. Moreover, the "signs of the
times" declared they would soon be-
tubs, of the nation. By a silent
revolution they threatened to take
possesidon of the Egyptian govern-
ment, as long afterward the descend-
ants of the old Aztecs. whose fathers
VW been conquered by Cortes, bided
tbeir time and finally worked out their
own governmental salvation by elect-
ing practically a full blooded Indian to
the throne of the Montezumas-Por-
Brio 'Diaz. president of the Mexican
resreblIc.
**hat shall we do? What shall we
dol." was the one question that was
upon almost every Egyptian lip.
"titian we allow the Hebrew people to
become the dominant factors upon the
banks of the Nile and to sit upon the
throne of the pharaohs?" This ques-
tion was not only asked in the street,
but it was anxiously discussed in the
ItIng's palace. Tonight we see the
lights blazing in the privy council
room. As we enter the council cham-
ber we see the king sitting at the end
of the long room, surrounded by bis
. beet and strongest ministers. After
the question has been talked over long
-..-- and earnestly I see the king rise. He
looks straight at his councilors of state
u he says: "Gentlemen, we are facing
a eondltion. not a theory. We dare
OM and cannot deport the Hebrews
from our realm. They are now essen-
tial to our national welfare and pros-
perity as laborers clerks and servants.
But we can debit- them from holding
property. We can forbid them study-
ing In our schools. We can enslave
them and make them the chattels of
our people. We can degrade them by
ignet-ance and overwork. Thus saith
the king. I here and now decree the
Hebrew men and women and children
from henceforth to be in perpetual
bondage. They shall be compelled to
make bricks without straw. hfy win•
latent will see that my decree Is car-
ried out. When the king speaks the
tingle will become* the law. Gentle-
men of the privy chainber, the council
is dismissed."
ItIliktviesselitioefisont et ii•tri*Wo.
TMs royal behest was carried out to
the letter. The Hebrew people living
In Egypt were disfranchised. Not only
were they deprived of the rights of
eitisenslilp, but they were degraded to
the mote abject and humtliatilg servi-
tude. Their property was taken away
from them, and they could not even
claim their wives and children as their
own. Yet strange to say. ;toil yet
not strange after all, the more tip
Hebrews were curbed mild struck and
Ill used and murdered by the Sup-
tians the more their numbers grew,
and the More of a menace they became
to the Egyptian government, The la-
bor queetion. on account of the bru-
[untie's practieed under the shadow of
Phlraoli's throne in 1:173 B.
mune as Imminent and dangerous as is
the labor quest iii In the United Statea
of America in 1904. A. le, under the ,
shadiw ef the statue of the Goddess
of Liberty which stands in New York
harbor, and with uplifted arm declares
the t all men in this land are free and
equal,
This is the first Sunday in Septem- I
her. Tomorrow'. is Labor day. Many ,
preacher. this Sabbath morning will be
talking to the mechanics, the clerks
and the farm hands, to the masons, the
carptintere and plumbers. and to all
those who work with their hands. It
Is not inappropriate that this morning
I should present some of the conditions
that are afflicting American labor. If
in this talk I ?Mould speak frankly con-
cerning capital. I shall speak with
equal candor concerning labor, for I
firmly believe, as a dear friend of mine
Mid to we a few days ago. that "the
greatest curse labor has to bear today
Owls not come from capital, but from
bor Ruff." One sided or biased
the lab,* qdightion will
ash) to solve the labor problem,
nom
 
the Egyptian tarter ad-
acted the Hebrew slaves," says our
text, "the more they lmultiplied and
grew. and the Egyptians grieved be-
cause of the children of Israel." La-
bor's afflictions! We first find them
in the American laborer being com-
pelled to compete for work in a home
market that la glutted with foreign
immigrants. We find them in the great
army of invaders which each year dis-
embarks at Elea island, New York's
Castle Garden bf the present day. We
Sod them in the impoverished Italians
and the Bohemians and the Portuguese
and in the human otTscourings of
Europe who each year come to our
manufacturers and foundrymen and
contractors and say: "Let me handle
your pick." "Let me lay your asphalt
pavement." "Let me dig your.mines."
"Let me chop your wood." "Let me
work In your foundries." "We are for-
eigners. We do not intend to become
citizeus of the United States. As won
as we can save up a little money we
Intend to return to our native land and
live there. But meantime we will work
cheaper than any American man can
work. Why? Because our living ex-
penses are tiractically nothing. We will
live in dugouts. We will eat food that
no Americo° family would eat. We will
buy no books and will wear the cheap-
est clothing. As a result of these con-
ditions of living we can crowd your
American workman to the wall."
Protest Amerietta Laborers.
The American laborer, from this for-
eign competition, must have help, and
help right soon, to save him from this
condition of affairs. Our national leg-
islature must 'give it. Shall we lift
high our tariff walls to protect capital
and not at the same time lift high our
walls of immigration laws to protect
our native workers? Is not the Amer-
ican laborer's sturdy arm as valuable
in the sight of our government as the
capitalist's podketbook? "What do you
titian by such • statement as that?"
some one asks. "Would you start an-
other Know Nothing party? Would
your ballot box slogan be 'American
work only for the American born-
American political °dices only to be
held by those cradled under the shad-
ows of Mount Washington and Pike's
peak?'" Oh, no, I am not preaching
any such political nonsense. I do not
believe there ever was a political party
wraPred in the swaddling clothes of
so many errors as that born in 18.S3,
and which, with ex-President Millard
Fillmore as its presidential candidate,
swept maw. of our northern states in
1856 with the political cry, "America
only for the American born." Ameri-
can liberties and American prowess
both on land and sea, militarily and in-
dustrially, have been won and built
up by America's adopted sons as well
as by her native born children. Were
there not foreigners among George
Washington's mightiest companions in
arms? Baron Johann De Kalb, who was
shot at Camden in 1790, and Kosciusko
and I.afayette and many others-they
were all foreign born. Who was the
most valued statesman during Wash-
ington's administration next to the
president himself? Alexander Hamil-
ton. who was foreign born. Who was
John Ericsson, the inventor of the
Monitor, that revolutionised naval war-
fare and saved the American navy off
Newport News? He was a Swedish-
American; he was foreign born. Some
of our greatest merchants, like A. T.
Stewart of New York; our greatest
foundrymen, like Andrew Carnegie of
Pittsburg; our greatest scientists, like
Agasetz of Harvard; our social reform-
ere, like Jacob A. Kits of New York,
and the mold eminent political leaders
of our day, like Carl lecture, once sen-
ator from Missouri and member of
President Hayes' cabinet-they were
all foreign born. If you blot out from
our nation's history all the deeds which
America's Niter sons and daughters
have aecomplished for the land of their
adoption you blot out sonic of its
brightest pages.
Wbere to Draw t be Line.
But while we, as American citizens,
would welcome gladly into our midst
the Geri:Elan or EnglIsheian or Scotch-
man or Swede and the men of any
foreign nationality *Ito *Ith intelli-
gence would come among us and say,
"Brother, give me thy hand, for today
I would be one with you and become
an American citizen," yet today we
would not welcome the ignorant, the
idle, the filthy, the pauper, the lazza-
PQM or the criminal offscouringe of
Europe or Asia, wino would come to
this land, not to become American citi-
zens, but to stay Irene just long
enough to scrape together a few thou-
sand dollars and then go back to the
land of their bnith. We would not
welcome the ignorant and depraved of
foreign lands, who would underbid co
American workmen and compel our
American boys and girls to live in
dugouts or as rats In a cellar as they
live. These classes have neither part
nor parcel in the glorious inheritance
of freedom and equality for which our
forefathers fought and bled. While we
would gladly open our gates to the
oppressed of other lands, we would
shut them against a horde that can
have no appreciation for the precious
privilege of American cItlienahlp and
no. sympathy with our national aims
and ambitions, and whose coming is as
much of a tnenacc to our people as the
cloud of locusts is to a harvest field.
Nations, like individuals, should be
wise as well as generous in their hos-
pitality. We must protect ourselves
against the industrial locusts of the
old world by wise and discriminating
laws which shall do injustice to none,
and which, while vindicating our an-
cient hospitality as a worldwide at':.'-
lunar for the lovers of liberty and in-
dependence. Khali shut out the swarms
of mere mercenaries and the -inde-
scribable elements" which other lands
seek to thrust upon us, from whatever
quarter they may come.
, Labors next great affliction Is to be
found in the absurd and tyrannical de-
Muds made by some labor onions,
which seem to have the suicidal policy
of antagonizing capital at all tiniest and
under all pretetts and of widening the
breach between capital and labor, with
the result that labor itself is the heav-
iest sufferer through their insatie fol-
lies. The most brutal tyrant the south-
ern negro knew in antebellum days
Was not the white niall, but the negro
himself who was made the overseer
of the plantation. In the same way In
many eases the most brutal tyrant the
laboriug man ham today is not the capi-
taliat, but the "walking delegate" or
the mercenary political trickster:who,
ak a laboring man, manipulates the ex-
eeutive committees which govern the
labor unions for their own ruin. Of
course this indictment is not universal
in Its application. There are many
honest and upright and beneficent
labor organizations, like that of which
the late Mr. Arthur was president-
namely, the Brotherhood of Locomo-
tive Engineers. Mr. Arthur brought
Unit organization up to suet] perfec-
tion that it not only looked after the
interests of the owners of the different
railroads, but after the interests of
the engineers themselves. There are
many clear brained, sagacious and no-
ble minded labor leaders whose object
Is not to disorganize the labor market.
but to steady it, so that employers as
well as the employed may have their
due. "I do not believe in strikes for
the laboring man," said Terence V.
Powderly a few months ago. "It Is
true we had some when I was at the
head of the Knights of Labor, but we
settled 1,100 labor tpsputes without
strikes. Indeed, I might say we pre-
vented over 1,000 strikes." Yet, strange
to gay, where there has been one able
and sagacious leader whose chief ob-
ject seemed to have been to make
every man do his honest quota of work
and get his just pay there have been
many whose chief object has been to
find out bow little they can permit a
laborer to do and how much they can
make an employer pay without literal-
ly breaking his back. Such men are
an incubus on labor. Like the Old Mau
of the See, who sat on the neck of Sind-
bad, they .it heavily upon the work-
ingman's shoulders, impeding his prog-
ress and involving him in endless dis-
putes and trouble. The sooner he rids
himself of such Incum bra nee the better.
Like Marie Antoinette.
Now, my laboring friends, mark you
this. I am not claiming that capital Is
all right and labor is all wrong. I
think some of the most taerciless men
in the world are to be found in the
ranks of capitalists. Some of them w.11
squeeze out of a worker big last drop
of blood. Some of them have no more
sympathy with the hunger and pover-
ty of the worker than Marie An-
toinette had with the sufferings of poor
Paris when she beard the cry of the
mobs: "Give us bread! We must have
bread!" "Why," said the shallow
brained French queen to one of her
attendants. "do they ask for bread?
If they have no bread, why don't they
eat cake?" But, while capital In Houle
Instances may be merciless, it is quite
certain that if the labor unions will
atop their petty bickerings and their
unjustifiable tyritunies and unitedly de-
mand what is right capital will be com-
pelled to yield to all of labor's just de-
mands. So long its labor persists in
making absurd claims just so long
will labor not only be refused such de-
mends, but labor will lose much of
what she justly and rightfully ought
to have. When a labor union comes
and says, "Capitalist, you moat hire
the.men I mend to you and no others,"
then the capitalist, stung by such tyr-
anny, replies: "Rather than have you
dictate to me what I shall do I will
fight your organization to the last dol-
lar. My forefathers died on Bunker
11111 and at Valley Forge for liberty.
Free I was born, free I shall live, and
free I shall die." It is flint against
steel lied is the inevitable result of
such a course of action. This la the
spirit with which capital is today fight-
ing !abor when lt,bor makes absurd and
unjust demands.
But I would speak also in reference
to another great affliction from which
labor today Is suffering. I allude not
to the competition of American lobo,.
with the foreign hordes, but to that
unnatural and ever increasing com-
petition between our American boys
and their American sisters in the la-
bor market. Brothers struggle for
bread in competition with Sisters; fa-
thers compete with their own daugh-
ters. Now, I know the few words that
I am going to speak will not be popu-
lar with some, but what I have to say
I hope may be heard patiently and
with profit.
Toe world, by every law of justice,
owes every man, Woman and child a
living, if they are ready to work for
it. But God never intended some peo-
ple to work for a living in certain
ways any more than be intended a colt
six months old to do the work of a
well developed draft horse. He never
intended young boys and girls to leave
school before their time, or wives and
daughters to labor iou farm hands in
the fields, when there are sturdy fa-
thers and brothers physically able to
bear the brunt of the work under the
noontide sun. Yet everywhere we see
strong wen. ableboffled men who want
to work and yet who are unable to
find employment because the work that
they should do Is being done by women
who ought to be at home caring for
the household. This condition is a men-
ace not only to the American labor
market, hut to the American home and
family. Both must suffer by the sub-
stitution of wteinen and girls for men
and boys in the factories and stores of
our land. Tbe natural place for wo-
man is the home. It is there that the
qualities with which God has endowed
her find their proper exercise. To
be the wife and mother, to make the
house a home by her sweet and refin-
ing influence, to train the children to
he good and wise men end virtuous
women by a mother's lovo ally care -
:hese are the services sibe alone urn
render, ahd if she deserts that duty It
will go undone, and this country will
lose its moral tonic. There is no corn-
pentiatian known to man for the lack
ofalutiier's beneficent influence onlier cl:I 
diem. 
The Working Woman,
yield to no man in my admiration
for the girl who. being left fatherless
and having no brothers capable of
earning a livelihood for the bereaved
family, goes forth to toil for the sup-
port of her widowed mother and her
fatherless brothers and sisters. Many
a noble girl is doing that and deserves
to be honored for her conduct. Many
a girl unsought in marriage, seeing her
father gradually losing by age his
capacity for work, takes up the bur-
den of helping to provide for the
family which he Is no longer able to
bear alone. Ail honor to her for the
assistance she is rendering, and for
the sympathy and reverence for her
parents which she displays In reliev-
ing them of care and anxiety. Many a
widow, clinging to her children and
shrinking from the pain of having
them scattered in the charitable homes
of relatives or friends, finds employ-
ment by which she can support anal
edlgrate them and tit them for their
dal in life. God bless and help all
such and give them the strength they
need for their arduous lot! They should
have our hearty sympathy and our
cordial help In their self sacrificinglabor
But the spectacle of what such wom-
en are doing has stirred the ambition
of another class of women. These are
they who voluntarily and by choice
elect to do a man's work in the world.
In order that they may escape the
drudgery of domestic service or the
weariness of school teaching or in or-
der to obtain money for extravagant
dress and ornament or for luxuries
which their fathers cannot provide,
they thrust themselves into business
pursuits, displacing some man who
was earning a higher salary, and they
help to depress the market rate of,
wages.
I protest against a system which
makes it Impossible for a strong, able-
bodied man to find work, forcing him
to stay at home and live upon his
young daughters' earnings when they
themselves should be at school or help-
ing their mothers at home. There are
only two ways to rectify this evil. Em-
ployers should hire their employees
In two wttys. First, when an applicant
comes for n place give the preference
to men who are husbands and fathers
and the heads of families; second, ab-
solutely refuse to employ any young
girl in a store or factory unless that
young girl is fatherless, brotherless
and has others dependent upon her for
support. It Is high time that some of
our female clerks who are working in
stores for a little extra spending money
should go back to their homes and
domestically help to care for their
tuothera and fathers and younger sis-
ter and brothers, where they belong.
Labor Problems of Today.
The atUictions of the industrial work-
ers of America are very great. Indeed,
I sometimes think they are about as
badly off in America today as were the
Israelities in the Egyptian capital over
three thousand yearn ago. In a blunt
way I have tried to present three or
four of the difficult labor problem,
which confront the laboring classes of
America at the present time. Do not,
however, even for a moment suppose
that I consider these problems and oth-
ers like them impossible of solution.
The same God who led the children of
lerael out of their enslavement will yet
lead his American children to freedom
from their Industrial troubles. In 1893.
from the top of the great pyramid of
Giseh, I had two vlsiona. In the first
vision I looked toward the ruins of th'e
capital of Memphis, in the midst of
which I saw Pharaoh's pa/ace, where
lived the cruel tyrant. Isaw the mighty
river Nile changed literally Into a river
of blood. I heard the cries of anguish
as the poor Hebrew slaves groaned
and moaned in torture. But tben I
turned and looked to the far north.
In my second vision I saw another
sight, for there I saw the promised
land of Canaan. I saw Moses and
Joshua. I saw Jerusalem gleaming in
the glowing sun. I saw the rich grapes
of Eschol. I saw David and Solomon
In all their glory. As Moses led the
children of Israel out of Egypt and
through the Red sea, I see some other
man, heaven sent, as was Moses, rained
up to lead the American laborers and
Americium capitalists out of their self-
ishnesees and meannessesi. I see Amer-
ica in my second vision as the land of
true freedom. I see all men, both la-
borers and capitalists, living together
In harmony and love- all living as
Christ would have them live. May all
of We,' whether we work in broadcloth
or in overalls, try to speed that millen-
nial day by doing to our brothers as
we would have our brothers do to us.
Then all labor trOUbleS Will not be
solved by the "black rule of selfish-
ness," but by the "Golden Rule of
Christian love."
[Copyright, l904, by Louis Klopsch.)
A tleetal Invention.
At a sportsman's show In New York
one of the novelties shown Was a
portable wireless telegraph apparatus
which could be carried in a hunter's
pack, says the New York Mail. It at-
tracted much attention from the visit-
ors.
"That thar is shortly a great thing."
said an old Maine guide. "Suppose
here's a dude hunter got lost. What
does lie do.? Ile ambit a tall tree, fixes
the majlgger, and lets go.
" 'Click, elackety clack, click-I'm lost
In the watsla.'
" 'Clack, dashety dash, dot. click-
veere be ye?'
" 'Clackety clack, dash, click --I dun-
no. If. I did I wouldn't be lost.'
"Then all they got to do ix to send
out a search party and find Inlnu. Tharp
shore a great Invention."
VICE ADMIRAL RAMIMURA, JAPAN'S NEW EAVAL IDOIrou,
Kamionos'a defeat of the Ramie. Vladivostok squadron Ins as hint, sessodeto Admiral Togo, Me naval hero of Japan. The long delay is hilltiliag the blew. I
ever, a thing ler which $smimura nu in nowise to blame, had Ilea& the Jr/sponges meitkeitP
and sonic of the hotheads were demanding that the vies adtnkal esratuit heel kart, •
peculiarly atrocious form of suicide by whieh the Jape Desk to wipe eat the sties of dishonor.
Winfree & Knight,
RE 4L ESTATE.
The Bestow of the year when people want.to.buy roalestate is at hand
we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column.
We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and will ad-
vertise the property-put into our hands free of charge, and will furnish
Come to see us if 3 lu want to sell, it costs you nOth .11 you fail.
prospective customers conveyance to look at p without cost to them
A splendid farm of 186 acres in the best seetIOP Of Southern Kentucky.
Has a new house, good barn, stable, two oabins, dice orehard, well watered
and well improved. Will give a bargain if sold at once.
414 acres of the finest south Christian land on Clarksville pike, one mile '
from two railroad station, L 41k N and T C. Susceptible of division into
tracts with improvements on each, dwellings tobacco barns, tenant houses
stables, etc. Will be sold as a whole are divided to suit purchasers. Conte
and see us soon or you will miss a bargain.
Good farm of Mb acres, located near Howell, Ky. This farm is well
fenced, has house of 8 rooms, good tenement house of 8 rooms, two large
new tobacco barite, one good stock barn, 2 good cisterns, plenty of stock
water, new smoke house and other outbuildings and about 20 acres good
timber. Will be sold at a low price and on easy terms.
Mil property with 8 or 10 acres of land. 8 dwellings, one .tore house with
good trade established, blacksmith shop and postofnce w;th daily mail
The mill is in a fine agricultural section with a good local custom. Capaci-
ty of 60 barrels of flour rer day. Thoroughly equipped short system roller
mill. About 4 miler from railroad and no other mill within fouromiles.'
plendid chance for investment. Will sell at a bargain. Good reason for
selling.
A nice farm of 111 acres of land, 30 acres in titrbee„ good 6 room dwelling,
outhouses, stable. tobacco barn; within 5 miles of IMpkinsvillepflue truck
farm.
A fine productive farm of 135 acres in One of the best neighborhoods
in Christian county, about five miles from Hopkinsville and quarter mile
of railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and hall, new barn and*
large stable, two good cabins, good cistern, fine orchard and about 20 acres
in timber; balance in fine state of cultivation.
A splendid farm of 800 acres in one of the best sections of Southern
Kentucky ; fine red clay foundation. It has on it a good comfortable dwel-
ling house, cistern, ice house, 8 cabins for hands, 2 tobacco barns with cap-
acity for 40 acres tobacco, fine young orchard; in one mile of depot on one
railroad and Smiles from depot on another. Good schools and churches
convenient. Plenty of water and timber. Will be sold eta bargain.
A fine farm. of 400 acres within one buildings. -All In excellent repair
mile of Pembroke, Ky. Ninety five Price and terms reasonable.
acres in fine timber. This farm is
well fenced with hedge and wire and
divided into five shifts, on each of
which is plenty ol never failing water
This is one of the finest farms in tho
best farminv section of Kentucky,
well adapted to corn wheat, tobacco
and all kinds of grasses. rhere is
no better stock farm in the county.
m provements first class and in per-
teet repair, fins two-story frame Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup ave-
dwelling with -hie rooms, veranda flue. Goad home with 4 large rooms
In front and porches tu rear, four 2 porches, cietern outbuildings,:shade
freme tenant houses, two large new and fruit trees, Price $1,400.
tobacco barns, two grainleries with An elegant farm of 116 acres of
capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat, 
' land, on good public road, in one oflarge stables, cow houses, tool house, the best neighborhoods in South
carn lase and ice house, two large cis- !Christian, convenient to postoffice,
terns, in fact an ideal farm with schools and churches, in a high state
a beautiful lawn of four acres in front of cultivation, good dwelling 2 roomsit house. One of the most desirable and hall,onelargeltobacco barn goodfarms in the state, in one of the best stables and cow house, buggy house,[neighborhoods, convenient to schools 2 new cabins, smoke house, hen
enurchee and good market. The house, new wire fence, nice young
Istd lit first-class condition. Will orchard, grapes, rasp
-berries andbe sold on easy tortes to suit put- I strawberries,plenty of water, very,
chaser. 
'desirable, will be sold cheap and on
612 acres in tract, 400 acres in culti- ' easy terms.
vatiOn, ground lies very level and lel Some beautiful vacant lots on
t
 Wal-
ls very rich soil.
Produced last year 76 bu. corn per 
nut street.400it acres
of desirable farming land
eere. 24 bu. wheat per acre, and 1,000 in Montgomery county, Tenn, heavi-
s ,to '200 lbs. of tobacco per acre. ' timbered, 10 mile from Howell
There are 225 acres of this farm in y. price $7.00 per acre.
red clover. Fine Linn of Itti2 acres iii 11 eigh-
This place has a fine 10 room reel- borit000 of Howell, Ky., at it great
cisterns, tenant houses, plenty of
deuce, large bares, good pond, 7 good
baVrgearyindesirable suburban residence
negro labor, is well fenced and locat-
ed on good public road, in Montgom-
ery County, Tenn., 7 miles north of
Clarksville and 6 miles from nearest
Good residertco Oct corner of Main
and hat streets, fronting 80 feet on
Main by 200 feet deep. House has six
oms, good cistern, stable and ne •
cessary out
-buildings. For sale.
Twogood residence lots on Main
St. in Hopkineville, well located.
The only vacant lots on West side of
Main St. for sale at a low brio°
house two stories, 8 rooms, new and
in good repair, about 7 acres of land,
just outside tint city limits on one of
the best street.
station. A nice residence at Casks', Ky.
This place can be bought for only
$45.00 per acre, $10,000.00 Cash and
balance on very easy terms, with 6
per cent. interest.
Trice farm or 142 acres within
miles of Hopkitisville, on good pub-
lic road. Good dwelling, tobacco
barn, stable, outbuildings and plenty
of timber and water. Desirable place
will be sold cheap.
One of the most desirable residen-
ces on S. Vir. St., corner lot 86 feet
front by 268 feet deep House with
beautiful shade and fruit trees, good
cistern, stable and all necessary omit-
buildings. All in excellent repair,
Price and terms reasonable.
lot of 10 acres, six room cottage and
two room office in yard; good
servants house, large good ice house,
large stable and carriage house and
all necessary out buildings; spienct:d
shade and fruit trees, never failing
well, good cistern; convenient to de-
pot, school and church; 6 miles from
Hopkinsville with good pike near
the whole distance. Splendid loea
ion for a doctor.
Valuable store room on Mai
street. One of the best business loos
Mons in the city.
Nice cottage on corner of Brows
and Broad streets, 7 rooms, good out-
buildings, cistern, etc. Cheap and
50 acres of fine land *i miles from on reasonable terms.
Residence, 6 rooms, stable, carri-Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good
age house and all necessary outbuild-spring and barn, fenced and has 20
acres of timber. Very desirable Inge good cistern and orchard. Zwb
acres of land adjoining South Wen-
prOopoeoldtYfarm of 160 acree, 2 miles tucky College,41,500. Will sell this
from Bennetstown Ky. Good house place at low price and on easy terms
Farm of 406 acres of fine land in 33 rooms, tenant house, good well,
mile of mill, post office and church.large tobacco barn, good frame ate-
Splendid house of tent rooms, largebit 28x80 feet,40 acres in fine timber,
stable, 7 cabine for hands, 3 largegood level land anti ft desirable farm
tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,convenient to schools and churches
and on good road. good orchard.. Farm in good condi-
tion and very productive. Will be
sold at a bargain.,_:os of the most desirable reel-
'fences on S. Virginia St., corner lot,
86 feet front by 286 feet deep. House Large two-story house and twill
with beautiful shade and fruit trees acres of ground fronting On first.
good cistern and all necessary jut-, street and running back to the liver
ass- es---e•eeereee, -ergese„,,,
NEW SCHOOL BUILDING ON
WEST SEVENTH STREET PROPOSED.
COMMITTEE APPOINTED
BY THE TRUSTEES.
ROOMS ARE CROWDED
Board Has a Plan Which
Will Probably Be Found
Feasible.
At a meeting of the board of trus-
tees of the Hopkinsville public
schools held laid night the import-
ance of a new school building was
discussed at length.
As matters stand, seven hundred
children are crowded into the two
fbuildings now used, and the capacity
of every room is overtaxed.
A committee composed of J. E.
McPherson, W. A. Long and J. T.
Wall was appointed to examine into
the right of the trustees to have erect-
ed a new building and secure the
payment for its construction by a
mortgage to the contractors. The
fine Virginia street school house,
which is a model building in every
respect, was erected on this plan,end
will be entirely paid tor in November.
The trustees see that there will be
sulBcient surplus funds at their dis-
posal each year to pay in install-
ments for the erection of anew build-
ing. If the special committee, after
iavestigating the legal aspect of the
questioc, make a favorable report on
Me arrangement suggested, the trus-
tees will at once begin the consider-
ation of plane for a building on the
property owned by the schools on
West Seventh street. Already there
ase two hundred children who cross
IM Seventh Street bridge every morn-
ing on their long tramp to school. It
is proposed to comstroct a brictc build-
ing along the most modern improved
lines, to be automatically heated,
and ventilated, and similar to the
Virginia street school. The new
school house is a crying need and it
Is hoped generally that tho trustees
wfll find their way clear to carry out
their plane. A committee was also
appointed lest night to :ouk into the
:natter of selling the property fie m-
erly used as J. 0. Ferrell's academy.
By an act of the last legislature, the
City was impowered to sell this prop
erty ai d use the funds for school t ur
• S.
-••
. Prof. Cordon's School.
Prof. J. M. ci.irdou'e University
Preparatory School opened this
morning with an attendance of thir-
ty-five pupils, nearly the full capaci-
ty of the school, cud stone under the
most favorable circumstances. Prof.
Gordon is an educator of high repute
ass6 is certain to do a good work in
Clarksville.- Clarkeville Star.
BARI HURT.
HAVING GOOD TIME
ARE HOPKINSVILLE BOYS
AT CAMP BECKHAM.
Notes Of Local Interest
From World's Fair
Grounds.
CAMP BECKHAM,
St. Louie, Sept. 6, 1904.
Cu. 1) arrived in camp Friday at
8:80 in a downpour of rain and
marched through the mud about one
mile and a half and had to pitch our
tents. We are camped where the
other state guards had camped pre-
viously and found to our delight
planked floors over which to pitch
our tents, as well as cinder walks on
each company street.
Geerze Howell and Frank Buck-
ner visited our tent today.
Mrs. Jouett Henry Is in camp with
the colonel.
Carl Keach and Dennis Wilkins
are trying to ride the street cars and
automobiles to death.
Sam Owsley is visiting the camp.
Simp Mayton and Ted Reynolds
weut out on the grounds Saturday
night and really got lost and did not
get in camp till Sunday morning at
three o'clock.
Ernest Snodgrass is running a bar-
ber shop this morning. Shaves, Sc.
Lie officere are unmounted.
The drill grounds are very rough
and are covered with high grass and
pieuty of trees, which Makes the
drilling below the standard. There
was no drill Sunday except dress pa-
rade in the afternoon, but a very
rigid inspection at 10 a. ne
As yet D Co. has riot had a man in
(he guard house, but we had two
noys confined to their tents 12 hours
tor missing drill last night.
Capt. Long was officer of the day
yesterday.
---
There had been leee drinking in
this camp than any the state has
held in the past five years—possibly
because the drinks on the grouude
are eo high.
Hardy Hadden was honored this
morning by being made orderly—
this for being the niceet-lookiog mad
clean at luau at guard mount.
Only one company Mood inspection
—that being Co. 0, the new Earlitig-
ton COLIP3ClUelltly we had two in-
spection% this a. ne
We have had fewer visitors on thisSon of Mr. C. S. Jarrett Falls encampment than any heretofore
From Wagon. held.
—E. J. L.
•From Tuesday's Daily.
Charles Jarrett. young son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. S. Jarrett, fell from a TANOI HONODEll
wagon yesterday afternoon on the
Clarksville pike aud was badly in-lOrio of Members of Interne-
juretl. He struck on the back of his tional Jury of Awards.
head, making an ugly wound. When
picked up he was unable to use any A St. Louis despatch says:
part of his body. Medical attention 
-Chief Taylor, of the department
was promptly given him and this of agriculture, has appointed F. W.
morning he seemed improved,but be- H. Hahn, of Louisville; E. A. Hale,
sides the wound on his head his back of Loni3ville, and Edward 'randy, of
is hurt and it is feared that he may Hopkinsville, members of the Inter-
have been injured internally. national Jury of Awards to pass on
tobacco. These are the only tobacco
Died of Consumption, experts selected."
Will Build Residence.
Is
3fre. A. A. Martin died at her liorne
en First street last night of consoup-
Moe She was sixty-nina years oh
age. Interment will take placel this
arternoon in Hopewell cernetersi. •
Kodol Dyspepsia Guru
Monate what 4041 eitte •
Mr..101,11 Stites la,, purel,ase
Mr.. John C. Latham a hen sione
building lot on Est Seventh treet,
between the homes of Dr. Fr k AL
Stites and Mr. John H. Be I, and
will have a residence erected there
COUNCIL WISIIES TO HEAR FROM
CITIZENS ON NNE SYSTEM.
— SPECIAL MEETINC ON
YOUTHFUL LOVERS "NICHT.
OF GREAT IMPORTANCEMAKE CRETNA GREEN OF
SPRINGFIVLD.
Can Be Built Without Any
John P. Prowse, Jr., and 
Further Increase of
Pretty Miss Hadderi 
Taxation.
Wedded.
Mr. John P. Prowse, Jr., and Miss
Minnie Hadrian went to Sprin
Tenn., yesterday afternoon on
6:18 L. Sr. N. train and were married.
The announcement of the wedding
will come as a complete surprise to
the many friends of the young cou-
ple, for while it was well knowu that
they were sweethearts they told on-
ly a very few intimate friends of
their intention of marrying at this
time. The ceremony was pionounc-
ed at 7:45 in the parlor of the Com-
mercial hotel in Springfield, by Rev.
M. Seale, pastor of the Cumberland
Presbyterian church at that place.
Only the hotel proprietor and his
wife, the pastor anti his wife and a
few boarders of the hotel witnessed
the ceremony. Mr. Gan° Bullard, a
close friend of the groom, accom-
panied them. After the ceremony
Mr. and Mrs. Prowse and Mr. Bul-
lard took the North bound train, Mr.
Bullard getting off here and the
married couple going on to St. Louis
where they will visit the exposition:
The bride is a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. S. B. Hadden, and is one of the
prettiest and most attractive young
ladies of Hopkinsville. She is only
seventeen years of age.
The groom is a son of County
Clerk Prowse, and is &deputy in his
father's office. He is a young man
of capability and is universally poen-
ler. He is nineteen years of age.
Mr. Roche In Charge.
Mr. J. L Roche has been appoint-
ed manager of the Postal relegraph
Company. He is a thorough compe-
tent telegraph operator and a ponu-
lar and energetic young man.
etit'aii Early Risers
TM famous Uttle pins.
Every citizen interested in the wel
fare of Hopkinsville should be pres-
ent at a meeting of .the city courcil
which will be held tonight for
the purpose of securing expressions
from the people in reference to a
sewerage system.
Nothing but adequate sewersge le
needed to make Hopkinsville one of
the healthiest otties In the state, and
to continue any longer the present
conditions would bea burningshan3e.
There has been more sickness here
in the last few months than ever
known before, and a large proportion
of the disease has undoubtedly been
due to lack of general sanitation.
Foul odors assail one's nostrils in
many points of town. Dry wells.
sinks, and cesspools pour out pollu-
tion on the air, and although the
health officer and police have been
vigilant and in the exercise of their
authority have had nuisances of this
kind abated time and again, nothing
but a good sewerage system caii keep
the town clean, and the health and
lives of our eitizene demand one.
As stated by the New Era, esti-
tnates made by City Engineer Mc-
Claid show that an adequate system
can be constructed for $30,000, and by
Issuing bonds to that amount the
money can be obtained without in-
creasing the taxes of the citizen one
cent, as the $1.50 rate now effective
can not be made larger.
There shou7d be an outpouring of
representative peop:e tonight
to assure the council of their desire
to vote on the question of a $30,0,00
bond issue in November to build a
system that will cover the city.
WANTED; 50 MEN
AND WOMEN.
•
To Take Advantage of Special Offer
Made by L. L. Elgin.
Ray Fowlerisetns, a is d  women advertising     it  ihalf-price t ao dk ea yadf vo ar t I f Iyt al gt ethe special R L. L. Elgiu the enterprising drug-
making on Dr. Howard's celebrated
have added to their specific for the cure of constipation
news stand a and dyspepsia, and get a fifty centpackage at half-price, 25 cents.
. i So positive is he of the remarks-Full Line oi, ble power of this specific to curethese diseases, as well as sick head-
aches and liver troubles, that he
IMag'azi nes agrees to refund the money to any Icustomer whom this medicine does
not quickly relieve and cure.
and periodicals. The d6-16 w9 0
efcllowing September num- A Bob's Wild Ride For Life. •
hers are now on sale. I With family around expecting him I•
Ito die, and a son riding for life, 18 •
'miles, to get Dr. King's New Dis-I0Argosy I0c
, covery for consumption, coughs and .•
Munspy mc colds, W H Brown, of Leesville, Ind.'.
endured death's agonies from astiim
Leslie's Monthly 
me
 •
ma; but this wonderful medicine!.
Ladies Home ', gave instant relief and soon cured le
' him. He writes: "I now slaep •
Journal ioc. soundly every night." Like mar- I •
McClure's IcC)' veloue cures of consumption, pneu- , •monis, bronchitis, coughs, colds and '•
LIGHT
DRIVING
HARNESS
40;4
We have just received an elegant line of fine
light driving harness. frices run from
$12.50 to $27.50.
Some beauties in this shipment. If you want
something extra nice ccme and see what we
have. ¶We also offer a strong, very servicea-
ble hand-made harness at
qf vit $13.50 %if
See this if you want something extra strong.
Will make some very close prices on heavy
WAGON HARNESS, COLLARS,
BRIDLES, SADDLES, ETC.
We also sell Buggies
cheaper than anybody
GET OUR PRICES
BEFORE BUYING!
F. YOE 00,
11••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••so •• •• •
: •
•
• NEW ••• •• •• •
•
• Fall
 Goods  I
•
•
• ..••
• •
• 
are being received 
•
• •
• •
•
• Daily •:•• •• •• •• •
• 
amid we invite the public to call 
•
• 
nd see this elegant stocli.
i
•
•
•
•
•
•
t••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ ____
•• ••••••••••••••••••••
. M. Jones,
•
1
Wall Paper, •
•
•
•Window Shades, ••
 •
•
•Curtain Poles •
•Woman's Home ; grip prove its matchless merit for all!  0,
I throat and lung troubles. Gilman-Ill Picture Framing
 :Companion • • • .I0c teed bottles 50c and $1 00. Trial bot-.0 
•
Delineator • 15c i tles free at I. L Elgin's and Cook St •  •Higgins' drug stores. 
• 
•Harper's Bazaar.. .15c' ----- - - - 
 
 • Are our specialties •
Lippincott's. .. .. c
... 25cPalmer Graves,"
•
•Smart Set 
and QUALITY is what counts •
-- ((i. le 
•
 
with us5c. •
Both Phones 
Hopkihsville Lime Works':
•
Day or ight 
, wants to SELL you is 2
LIME, CINDERS, 
• I •Cumberlai d, 226
Home, 1113 ROCK and DIRT i Hopper & Kitchen':•Ray& Powlerl CORD WOOD andSecond-hand Barrelsalso B l' Y • •
* PHONES—Home: Residence 1039; • ,,,,,-/`
An ;, ....on ._,.........„...,.. _ o---___\:1
-
Kiln 1258. Cumberlsed: Residetce, I ow
601. I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
MAIN AND NINTH STS.
4
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le VITAL QUESTIONS
WILL BE DISCUSSED AT
NEXT MEETING
All Tobacco Crowers Should
Attend Gathering At
Guthrie This Month.
The meeting of the Clarksville
District Tobacco Growers, which has
been ealled by President C. H. Fort
to be held at the fair grounds in
Guthrie, Ky., Sept. 4, is creating a
vast deal of talk.
Hon. John Wesley Gains was in-
terviewed while enroute to St. Louis
with the Tennessee delegation and
*toted that the plans had been well
laid and that good would be the re-
sult, that prominent growers and
statesmen from all over the belt of
Tennessee and Kentuaty would be
oo hand and that the trust would be
thwarted in their effort to buy the
present crop of tobacco from the pro-
\isducez a at a sacrifice.
This is one of the most vital clues-
-Cons that the citizens of the tobacco
/belt have had to confront for come
. time, and should the growing crop of
P tobacco be sold as low as the last one
r the ohances are that bankruptcy pe-
titions will be numerous.
The merchants and bankers have
already felt the effects .of the trust
prices of tobacco and would not like
to see last year's seance repeated.
Many crops of tobacco now remain
unsold. '
Sealed Bids For Coal.
For the Western Kentucky Asy-
lum for the Insane, consisting of one-
third slack and two-thirds pea coal,
will be received by the undersigned
until Saturday, September 10, 1904,
for the yearly supply, beginning Oc-
tober 1, 1904, and ending September,
30, 1906, bids to embrace prl3e on
coal delivered to institution and
N
print, on coal f. o. b. cars Hopkins-
tr wale, Ky., the right being reserved
to reject any and all bids. coal to be
weighed on institution's scales.
Ill. E.Berry,Steward Western Ken-
tucky Asylum for the Insane. dtf
Will Co on the Road.
Mr. W. S. Davison has resigned
bis position as manager of the hard-
ware department of the Forbes Man-
ufacturing company to accept a
wore lucrative position as traveling
salesman for the Norvill-Shapleigh
Hardware Co., of St. Louis. His
headquarters will remain in Hop-
kineville: and his territory will em-
brace Western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee. The company is to be con-
gratulated on securing Mr. David-
son's service. He is an experienced
traveling man and thoroug h ly knows
the hardware business.
CANCER CURED BY BLOOD
BALM.
All Skin and Blood Diseasos
Cured.
Mrs. M. L. Adams, Fredonia, Ala.,
took Botanic Blood Balm which ef-
fectually cured an eating cancer of
the nose and face. The sores healed
up per:ectly. Many doctors had giv-
en up her case as hopeless, hundreds
ot cases of cancer, eating sores, sup-
perate swellings, etc., have been cur-
ed by Blood Balm. Among others
Mrs. B. M. Guerney, Warrior Stand,
Ala. Her nose and lip were raw as
beef, with off.misive discharge from
the eating sore. Doctors advised cut-
ting, but it failed. Blood Balm heal-
ed the sores. and Mrs. Guerney is as
well as ever. Botanic Blood Balm
alio cures eczema, itching humors,
*cabs and scales, bone pains, ulcers,
offensive pimples, blood poison, car-
buncles, scrofula, risings and bumps
4 on the skin and all blood troubles.
Druggists, $1 per large bottle. Sam-
ple of Botanic Blood Balm free and
'meld by writing Blood Balm Co.,
Atlanta, (Ia. Describe trouble and
special medical advice rent in sealed
.tletbsr. If is certainly worth while in-
vestigating such a remarkable rem-
edy, as Blood Balm cures the roost
WW1, iwiht and most deep-seated
diseases.
Yeley's Kidney Cure will cure all
arising from disordered kid-
s!" la bladder.
041811111T Cs Xi..
Tit Kid% ire hot
The Lawless Spirit.
Roosevelt's Public Career Abounds In Incidents
Affording Abundant Evidence.
"I am reminded," writes Samuel
Untertuyer, to the New York Times,
"that the Panama conspiracy (which
history will record as One of the foul-
est, and most cowardly crimes of
modern times, and the blackest spot
in the existence of a nation that had
just accomplished one of the most
ennobling and self-sacrificing acts in
the cause of human liberty that was
ever known) is not the only instance
la which Mr. Roosevelt has shown
that he regards the constitution as
subject to the executive will, to be
molded, ignored, or trampled upon
to meet his views of expediency, in-
, L.
stead of looking before him. His
public career affords abundant evi-
dence of his determination to wield
all the powers of government on the
dangerous "rough rider" principle
that all means are justified to accom-
plish the desired end."
Thii great lawyer in a lengthy let
ter points out the existence of "the
lawless spirit" la President Roose-
velt, when he, as governor, removed
District Attorney Gardiner. The
New Yurk Times, comments upon
the Untermyer letter and says edi-
torially:
"This newspaper was not reckoned
among the ardent admirers of Dis-
trict Attorney Asa Bird Gardiner.
.4-4-44+++++++++++ 4-
We deplored and censured his indis-
cretions, personal and official, add at
any moment during his term of office
we sbould have acclaimed .a success-
or to him appointed in conformity
with the provisions of law. Net when
Gov. Roosevelt removed Mr. Gard-
iner we were compelled to declare
that the action he had taken was
wanton, lawless, and dangerous usur•
nation of power. The commissioner
appointed by Gov. Roosevelt to hear
the charges againnt Col. Gardiner
had reported that they were not
proved, and that no action should be
taxon. Subsequently, without further
hearing, and, as this community
pretty generally believed, without
proper cause, the governor removed
the district attorney and appointed
Mr. Philbiu in his place.
"It was a perfectly characteristic
act, yet New Yorkers did not know
then that it was characteristic of
Mr. Roosevelt. They would have
been disposed to regard it as a spo-
radic outbreak. They now know by
repeated exhibitions of Mi. Roose-
velt's disregard of law that having
hie own way, either with or against
the statutes and the constitution, is
a confirmed habit with him. The
Gardiner incident is illustrative of
the Roosevelt temperament,"
NEW MINING COMPANY WILL
OPERATE NEAR HOMMEL
Articles Incorporating 85,000 Concern Filed By Promi-
nent Citizens.—Further Important Discoveries
At the Nortonville Mines.
Articles of incorporation have been ties to justify the expense of follow-
filed here for the Giles Creek Mining lug the lead. After the blast of
ccmpany. The incorporators are Wednesday, however, it was discov-
County Clerk John P. Prows°, Cir-
cuit Judge Thomas P. Cook, County
Judge W. T. Fowler and Deputy
Sheriff T. J. Tate. The capital stock
I. $5,000 divided into shares of $100
each. The company reserves the
right to increase thisto $20,000 should
occasion demand. The company. is
formed for the purpose of mining
lead, zinc, fluor spar and other min-
erals and for refining and disposing
of same. The mines will be located
OD Giles creek about four miles from
this city on the Greenville road. No
digging of any great extent has been
done as yet bat the incorporators
think they possess property which
will prove very rich in mineral de-
posits.
Since examining the new vein of
coal found Wednesday afternoon,
the Nortonville Coal company have
made additional discoveries which
may have a still further bearing on
the mine.
Since the mine -was first opened
traces of fluor spar were at times
found but never in sufficient quanti-
ered that an almost solid lead of fluor
spar was opened and the mine own-
ers think there is no doubt but that
if it is followed it will lead to a solid
bed of great magnitude. This lead
of fluor spar was found in the six
feet of limestone lying between the
two veins of coal. The company has
not 3 et decided what they will do in
regard to their latest find, but will
probably make some arrangement
for working it. Tht lead le solid spar
free from all foreign substances.
The new vi in of coal :las been fur-
ther examined and found to be six
feet thick. This now gives the com-
pany two veins of line coal within
six feet of each other, the dividing
six feet of rock containing the lead
of fluor spar. This new vein of coal
is almost absolutely free from all im-
purities and burns exceptionally
well. The owners of the mine think
it will prove to be the best grade of
coal which they have yet found, not-
withstanding the fact that the No. 9
vein is considered one of the best in
Hopkins county.
MARKET IN BETTER SHAPE THIN
IT THIS TIME LAST YEAR
Report of The Inspectors Contains Figures of Much In-
terest.—Loose Tobacco and the Breaks Are Firm
At Lest Week's Prices.
(From Friday's Daily-)
The monthly report of the tobacco
Inspectors issued yesterday, shows
that the local market is in better
shape this year than last, notwith-
standing the fact that the season
was exceedingly late in opening on
the breaks and it was feared that the
year would be a bad one. The re-
port showing comparative figures
for this, year and last is as follows:
Receipts for month 2,685 hhds.,
against 676 hhds. last year; receipts
for year, 11,286 hhds. against 11,820
last par; sales for month, 2,800 hhds
*WOW last year; salsa for the
,
year 10,477 against 9,193 last year.
Shipments for month 2,806 hhds.
against 686 last year; shipments for
year 11.776 hhds., against 7,569 last
year; stock on sale now 2,042 hhds.,
against 2,439 last year; stock sold
1.862 this year against 1,3461aet year;
total stook onkang now 3,904 against
8,786 last year.
The report of the week shows 665
Mids. received, and 884 hhds. sold,
670 of these being sold privately. The
market this week was firm at rrlees
retailing last week. The loose
market waaalsosteady at last weak'a
Agoras.
••••••••.... ..11111110.1
BECOMES INSANE
BY BROODINC OVER
DEATH OF WIFE.
James Magnor Sent to the
Asylum From McCrack-
en County.
James Magnor, a blacksmith by
trade, was brought to the WestArn
Asylum yesterday from McCracken
county, having been adjudged in-
sane in County Judge Lightfoot's
court.
Magnor's home is in Paducah, but
he has been running a shop near
us Mill. His condition is said
the result of his wife's death.
which he brooded over. Magnor has
been arrested several times lately
by patrolmen on the charge of die
orderly conduct. Jr is said that hi-
is a victim of tne opium habit. When
searched at the police station th-
other day, a large lun)p of raw opium
was found in his pocket. Magnor
was a private in the Second U. S.
cavalry during the Spanish-Ameri-
can war. During a riot among negro
troopers at Tampa, Fla.. in 1898.
Magnor'e troop was called out to re-
store ord r. The young soldier had
a collar bone broken in the fight that
followed, but he blew a negro's head
off with a pistol. He is a giant in
size and strength.
From 148 to 92 Pounds.
One of the most remarkable cases
of a cold, deep seated on the lungs,
causing pneumonia, is that of Mrs.
Fertrude E Fenner, Marion, Ind.,
who was entirely cured by the use of
One Minute Cough Cure. She says:
"The coughing and straining so
weakened tne that I ran down in
weight from 148 to 92 pounds. I tried
a number of remedies to no avail un-
til I used One Minuite Cough Cure.
Four bottles of this wonderful reme-
dy cured me entirely of the cough,
stre,ngthed my lungs and restored me
to my normal weight, health and
strength. Sold by R C Hardwick.
OLD COMPANY
Turns Over All Property To
New Cas & Electric Co.
(From Friday's Daily)
A deed was filed In the offize of
County Clerk Prowse this morning
formally transferring all property,
ii.aciiirfery, franchises, etc., former-
ly owned by the Hopkinsville Gas
and Lighting company to the Hop-
kinsville Gas and Eleetric company,
the latter company also-receiving
the insurance money paid or the
burning of the electric light plant re-
cently and assuming the indebted-
ness of the old company. The filing
of the deed was necessary as the
company had been reorganized since
the loss of the power house.
What's In a Name?
Every thing is in the name when it
comes to Witch Hazel Salve. E. C.
DeWitt & Co., of Chicago, discover'
ed some years ago how to make a
salve from Witch Hazel that is a
specific for piles. For blind, bleed-
ing, itching and protruding piles, ec-
zema, cuts, burns, bruises and all
skin diseases, DeWitt's Salve has no
equal. This has given rise to num-
erous worthless counterfeits. Ask for
DeWitt's—the genuine. Sold by R
C Hardwick.
Summer Excursion Rates.
Commencing May 16th, and con-
tinuing until Sept. 30th. the Illinois
Central will sell round trip tickets as
follows:
To Cerulean Springs 80c
To Dawson Springs $1.70
To Crittenden Springs 3.25
To Grayson Springs 5.80
All tickets will be limited to Oct.
81st.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what row sat.
44++444+++++++++4++44+•4+4
/ Dr. Edwards, specialty eye,ear, nose and throat. Test madefor glaises. Plicenix Bldg., Mainstreet, Hopkinsville.
*++++++++++++4-44
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FACTORY LOADED SMOKELESS
POWDER SHOTGUN ,SHELLS
Good shells in your gun mean a good bag
in the field or a good score at the trap.
Winchester "Leader" and " Repeater "
Smokeless Powder Shells are good shells.
Always sure-fire, always giving an even
spread of shot and good penetration, their
great superiority is testified to by sports-
men who use Winchester Factory Loaded
Shells in ' preference to any other make.
ALL DEALERS KEEP THEM
44.+4-•-•44-4-+++++++
COMING
ENGAGEMENT
A. W. HAWKE&
THE FAMOUS ATLANTA OPTICIAN.
Direet from the home office of this Great Optical House, or one of
his practical Opticians and will remain at the store of his agents,
RAY (1). FOWLER. Druggists.
His engagement is for Three Days Only,
Beginning Sept. 12th.
This will give the citizens of Hopkinsville and vicinity a rare op-
portunity of having their
Eye Sight Tested Free
by one of the most renowed and successful as well as reliable Opti-
clans in the U. S. Mr. Hawkes has all the modern appliances for
th3 scientific adjustment of glasses to the eye. There is no Optician
in the U. S. who enjoys the confidence of the people more than Mr.
Hawkes. His name is a familiar word throughout a section of coun-
try inhabited by over twenty-five millions of people Mr. Hawkes
has probably adjested glasses to the eyes of more people of national
and international fame than any other Optician living. This arm
was established in 1870.
Eye Strain
is often the cause of headache, dizziness, nervousness and dimness
of vision. This can be cured in many cases by the correct fitting of
of his Crystallized lenses to the eye. Call early, he positively re-
mains but three day, as he has other engagements for later dates.
CAUTION—I would caution the pr:ilic against buying specta-
cles from peddlers going from house to house with a lotof spectacles
representing them to be Hawkes' or selling the same grade of goods
Hawkes' spectacles are NEVER peddled. Many of the inferior
glasses that flood the country are positively injurious to the eye.
—ESTABLISHED 1870—
CAUTION—These fdmous glasses ore never peddled
WAIT FOR HAWSES and not only gat glasses scientifically
adjusted to your eyes, but secure a pair of his Cystallizad Lenses,
the most brilliant spectacle lenses in existence.
A. K. HawKes,
Inventor and Sole Proprietor of all the
HA WKES PATENTS
He Will Positively Remain But
Three Days.
e4+++++++++++++++++++++++4-4-444444+++44-4-4-4-44-4444-4-4-4-44
BLS of
Capital Paid In..
Surplus 
Henry C. Gant.
J. E McPherson,
H L McPherson,
. $100.000.00
30.000.00
President
Cashier
• - Asst Cashier
VS ft solteit the aoconuts of Firms, Corporations and Individ
uals, promising prompt, courteous treatment to all, and every
accommodation, consistent with conservative banking.
If contemplating opening an account, or making any change
in existing relations, would be glad to correspond with you.
Louisville and Nashville Ra ilroad
TIME CARD. Effective April 13th. .
NORTH. SOUTH,
No 62 St Louis Express 9.60 a m No 51 St Louis Express 5'18 r in
No 64 St Louis Fast Mail...  9:47 p m No 58 Lilt Louis Fast Mail... .6:40 ant
No 92 Chicago and New No in Chicago and New
Orlean 4 Lilnited 540 a m Orleans Limited 11:10p
No 58 Hopkinsville Accom _8:45 pm No 65 Hopkinsville Acoont..8:00 a 101
Nos 52 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.
No 61 connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as Erin
and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the:east.
Nos. 58 and 65 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cu
oinnati and all points north and east thereof. Nos 58 and 66 also connect
for Memphis aril way points.
No. 92 ruus through tc Chicago and will not carr, passengers to points
south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
plo. 98 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustine
au3 Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connects at
Guthrie for points east and; Went.
J C. HOOE, Agt
"..
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e
nd Gift sil ionAST YEAR we diatributed twenty-five premiums among our subscribers, and although the Wife given for the contest was only two monthsthe interest aroused was so great and the appreciation of the praients 8) general that we have decided to conduct a similar distributionthis year only on a much larger scale and giving more time for those wishing to enter to take advantage of the offer. In selecting theses great care has been exercised and the list madevas varied as p 3ff Sible so as to appeal to the greatest number of people We have tried tobathe list, articles which would attract and be u tefut to everyone. In making the selection the question of merit has been unpermost at alland nothing but the very best has been included. The descriptions given below may be relied upon to be strictly accurate and not superfluous"lay. Every one is also assured that a perfectly fair distributio a according to the conditions published below will be made. HELIST OF PRIZES
 IS AS FOLLOWS:NO. I.'rem*"tour
ded the list lastyear with • barrel of AcmeMills & Elevator Co's. -Su-
" patent flour, and ith au attractive
we have de-
nse it as an
one knowsfinality of thisilre Will not dwell
aim NO. 2.
Bridle.m will appeal
o Uwe in the
.4 are lovers ofThis bridle is of the;polity and mayby the winner.
UM NO. 3.lbsecesity."
tobscco. This isfor the smokers.is =muter,-Hopkinevilie by11. Martin Tobeocois bee of the finestsad purest tobaccosWeerrket.
101 NO. 4.Waist Pat-tern.
always attract the
so we have m-ale as one of theThe pattern isseleeted by the winner.
mium No. 7
• Chopper.
This pre-
mium is
offered
especial-
ly for the
benefit of
the house
PREMIUM NO. 8I dozen CabinetPhotographs.A go.,ti photograph is athing to be highly prized.These photos are to be madeat the gallery of C. H.. An-derson in Flopkiosville ofany subplot the winner de-sires. he photos are to befull eabinet size, finished inthe latest tone and in everyrespect are the highest quality of work.
PREMIUM NO. 9.One Year'sSubscription
To Weekly New Era. TheNew Era is the:sheet weeklypaper in Kentucky havingbeen recently enlarged, itnow containing from two tosixteen pages of live newseach week
PREMIUM NO. 6.31b.Lowny's CandyThose with a "sweettooth" will relish this prem-ium. There is no bettercandy on the market thanthis famous brand and thatIs the reason we include it.
PREMIUM NO. 5.Gent's UmbrellaEven'rainy, bad weatherwill hatre no terrors for thepersoi4who draws this prem-ium. Tills umbrella is of thetp•et gaiety silk with steelrod. ..fray be selected bythe vrinnes,
PREMIUM NO 12.
• lb.. Chase CISanborn. Coffeewife. No Nothing is more lappet's-matter lug than a cup of good hotwhat you coffee and for the benefit ofwant to those who enjoy this bevel.,prepare age this-premium is offered.I. or in canning The market does not affordchopper will be a better brand of coffee thanM. It is Altteff'.elbeis Sienborri's "Sealdilliseriwt else steel Brand4
 Mocha and Jaya,which can be, gold W'W T. Cooper as Co.any one In a few It Is always freeh beingpacked in air Ugh
-
 tin cane.
lum No. 15-$5 Stetson gat.Sri nem-
qd g so d
et hats
rod
wbleh
p
W-
cpu-
the S
famous.
Nati;
for Its
ty. The
shows
many
t the winner of this premium will select. the
Salt him from the stock of any dealer in Hopkins-
The capital prize of the distributi.in is nresented here. Numbers of articles were c•insidered
for this honor but nothing seemed so suitable as a farm wagon, and the Mogul, manufactured by the
Forbes Mfg. Co., of Hopkinsville. was eelected as the hest to be procured This wagon, which goes to
the person whose name is on the 25th ticket drawn from the wheel, is built as follows:.
 Cast steel
skein 3x9; tire ijix% incloes. Wheel special low. Capacity 3,600 to 4030 has; bed 8 ft 8 inehes wide.
28 Inches deep and lioX feet long, fitted with the celebrated Patent Drop End Gate. The tnateiial
coats of paiot and finished with a coat of holy varnish. It is undoubt-dly the best and most
grade. the hubs, hounds, etc , b-ing of specially select (I White Oak. The spokes are driven into theserviceable wagon on the market.
us-
ed in the construction of this wagon is only the best, the axle being of hiektry the spokes special A
hub uader 750 pound pressure. the tires are pu on cold and the entire wagon is treated to three sepa-
rate
__________________
PREMIUM NO 13.$10 Ladies DressPattern
"Thirteen" is consideredan unlucky numberlout it iscertain that this is an ex-ception to the rule. This pre-mium is to be selected bythe winner and is thereforesure to please.
PREMIUM NO, 14.
Daily Couriv-Journa),One Year.
In order to keep posted inthis strenuous aga a personmust read No paper givesmole completely the newsof the day than the Courier-Journal, the best daily puh-lished in Kentucky.
PREMIUM NO. 16,
Set Of Driving
Harness
During the winter whenr..rr 6 are had a good set ofharness will Kora most ac-ceptable. The set here of-fered is a good strong onesuitable for general service.Either collar and hames orbreast strap.
PREMIUM NO. 1850 Gold Stand-ard CigarsThese cizars are manufac-tured by H L Lebkeucher,Honkinsville, Ky., and arepronounced by all connis-suers to be the finest bc cig-ars on the market. Won'tthey be ece-rable duringthe cold winter weather?
Premium No. 7--Steven's Single-Barrel Shot Gun
44.
In selecting this premium all leading mak-s of gulls wire is in4i.'ered and ,,he "Stevens" was se-
lected This gun is one of the best and latest iiiiitrov.ei •na..ufitio•ured by the Stevens Arm.; C'. and
is fully guaranteed in every particular. Desortirtion—iJecial ••Eiectro" steel barrel, eh die bore i for
nitro powder. Drop forged and case hardened fr tam ,op soap, low rebounding hammer has automa-
tic shell ej c.or. varnished walnut stock with pis-
 
il grip, weber butt plate. patent snap. walnut fore-
arm and metal j Ant. Alaptel for any standard make of shell, factory londel, with Wee it or smoke-
less powder. 12-gauge 80 inch barrel, weight about 8 ltos.
Premium No. 11 Solid LeatherSUIT CASE
A handsome suit case,such as the one here of-L. is sure to be ap-preciated by every mem-ber of the family, andwill be found to almostliterally be "worth Itweight In gold" whenever a journey is to be made. The
suit case offered here is made of solid leather with brass
trimmings and fastenings, with or without straps.
PREMIUM Np, 19
Ladies
Sint UmbrellaAnother premium sure tobe appreciated by the lacilesIs ti e handsome silk um-brella offered here, This ti.to be selected by the winner
PREMIUM NO. 23Ladies el$5.00 HatWe have offered a Nilson,for the ladies with the ex-ception of the hat and hereIt is. This hat le to be se-lected by the winner.
PREMIUM NO. 20 PREMIUM NO, 24Sib. I . Pr Clapp'sChoice" Fine Shoes.Smoking Tobacco. I his is For easy wearing qualitiesanother of the celebrated and longlastingsessnoshoeabrands of smoking tobacco ;equal those manufacturedmanufkctured by the R. T. by Edwin Clapp A Soo. ToMartin Tobacco Mfg. Co. of be selected by the winner istHopkinsvine. It is menu- ! the store of J. T. Wall & Co.factored from the natural " home grown leaf and is sure ;to please the most fastidioussmoker. PREMIUM NO. 26
PREMIUM NO. 21 1
 c:nteritti•1 bbl 'Perfection'Pat. Flour
"Perfection" is the brandof patent flour manufactur-ed by the Crescent MillingCo.. of Hopkiosville, and itis also perfection in quality.
-There is nothing better."
PREMIUM NO. 22Daily New EraI Tear
A premium whichkeeps corning every ,day for an entire year ;is sure to be appreciated and 'this is what the Daily NewEra will do. It will alsokeep you fully informed bothas to local and foreign hap-penings. If you don't getthis premium come In andsubscribe anyhow.
The housewife will also, appreciate this premium.!The table is made of finequartered oak and will adornany home.
Premium No. 27BoysSuitofClothes
We don't wantthe boys tothinkthera were
neglectea and -
so we offer a
suit of clothes
is to be 
for them. 474'hA
entirely by dielucky yoke,
mar whodrawathis peise.
Premium
No 10
One pair ofQuality Shoes.'Quality" is a
for the bat In
shoes. These $ solifor $8 50 a pair and Sr.manufactured fn allgrades of loather, allsizes and lasts 1104with the latest toe sadheel. The whiner willselect the shoos to suither fancy at the storeet liaasett I Co., who handle this brand.•-+++++++++++++++++.44144+44+++++++++.444•4+.44+,4444444-•44-644444-444444-44-444444444444+.41444444
4
How The ContestFOR EACH 50c paid on subscription to eirher the WEEKLY orDAILY NEW ER a a blank ticket will he issued to such person, on whichhe will write his name and address and it will be deposited in a large wheelwhich is sealed.At 11 O'clock on December 28thA committee. 'conversed of Mayor Jouett Henry. Mr.J. E. McPherson aid Major E.H.Wrse-V. will !hp wheel, after thorooghlv mixing the tickets. A child wfil hehlindfol led and will draw the tickets from the wheel one at a time. This ticket willbe taken char„re if by thn committee, and erft-'r judging of its genuineness the nam4will he read aloud The first prize will be given to the parson whose name is on thet icket drawn from he wheel, the second prize to the person whose name is onfie s.s,vici ticket and so on. until all the prize are given away. No other conditionsapply conteStriotri lexcept that 50: most be paid on subscriptions tot every ticket.
ill Be Conducted.Another feature is that persons living at a distance may send intheir remittance with the assurance that their tickets will be placed in tbe wheelaid that they will be promply notified in ease they should draw a prize.No person connected with the New Era in any msi.ner, nor any memberof their families, will be allowed to participate in the. ntest.All subscribers who are in arrears tied to pay their subscrip-tions at once and get their names in early. 
•
Persons who do not now take either the Weekly or Daily are invited to
do so and get as many chances as possible to win one or more of the prizes. as noder
he conditions it Is possible for one person to win them all.The subscription prices i$5 00 per year*? 40 fcr six months
wll remain the same as before:
$1 25 for three months or 10c per week tor the Daily to any Part of the United State..
Tne Weekly, the largest and best weekly paper published in the country, $1 per year
Get in early and feel assured your chance is as good as the next one
In..iter if vu have one 0r OH,
 !Mildred Chaleee•
•-••••-•-•++++•-•-+++4-4-444-4-4++4++4+ •••••44+4444-•-••+•-•-•++4444-• +444-4+4444+44444* •••-••••••••-•++++•••••-•-•44+++++++44-44+•••
SEND REMITTANCES TO
ew Era Pub• Do Not Send Stamps.
•
HOPKINSVILLE, KY. 
Do it Send Stamps
4
)111 BO DAWNING
OBACCO CROWERS PASS
DARKEST HOUR.
i'Cactus" Makes Strong Ap-
peal to Farmers to
i Organize.
1
t To The lienttcky New Era:
l The planters of the dark .obacco
district have been patient, and long
suffering, out they have not now an
/air of Contentment. They have be-
come restless, they are wrestling
a serious proposition, which is
at them. They know full
at this proposition is. it is the
they are being paid for tobacco,
sir chief source of revenue.
'Amy can be seen conversing with
4 each other and scanning the news-
wets for developments. They are
I 1 the eve of a great battle, the
miteet in the history of their plant-
,
: ' „cot t noi nt.1odtobacco,e: eo  r 
duties 
buu, ta itne dsoneofa tah 6
y
citizen. 
proper
can
  
  c wo ni -n
.17 citizen 31-as an obligation to
ti -ry and ii the particular lo-
tit which he resides. - To be a
ly cittzen he must contribute
thing to tbe general ,welfers, he
t ii be patriotic and loyal.
1 this he is at all times furthering
own prosperity, for if every man
JO this, it redounds to the general
Patriotism to country, and
, loyalty to consistent purpose are
Oynonymous with suacess.
.I A meeting of every intelligent to-
basso planter has been called by the
President of the Association, Mr.
• Chas. H. Fort, to be held at Guthrie,
as Sept. St The object of the meet-
leg is to arrive at some practical le-
gitimate plan of concerted action by
which to thwart the methods of the
trust, in underbaylng.
What is the duty of every planter?
.• To begin with, I might say that I
have not yet seen, or heard of a
- planter who does not say alit an evil
mats, that we have a common ene -
Pt, ,sis beyond controversy. In this
vie of the matter it is so the inter-
est 1 every planter, large or small,
,-
gh or low degree to correct it.
is not the duty, nor is it a poled-
Wilily for one man, or a few men to
it? It is the plain duty of
Man. and all men to contri-
Into tolbe correction of it according
Orb's sireinnstanoes and his taw-
ilf. It is neither lair nor manly for
011o to wait for another co do some-
WSW for him. Whether pessimist
or optimist every man should attend
this mooting, ar• Guthrie, with an
earnest desire to do good for his
iontatry, his neighbor, and himself.
The drones and Gordis are moat to
blared, men who will agree I o
anything, and do nothing; but sue":
MOOD are bot entitled to a position of
sillitersiot in their reepeetive localities.
There are men who say it is impossi-
ble for farmers to organize.. when
very possibly they are the men who
I are preventing such organization.
A proper conception of duty would
be for this man to endeavor to edu-
cate and persuade his pessimistic
neighbor that the good of the locality
demands concerted action and that
o man can afford to be a laggard in
ime like this, Inaction Li the part
ng. not of a man, for ev-
realizes that something
i untie.
di 
cting at Guthrie, is for open
of the most important
rat confronts planters 10-
017011littee was appointed
the ago to mature some
e of prating. This committee
a p for discussion,conssidera-
, and f thought wise,acceptancp;
by attendance no man is under-
d to subscribe to it. p he ap-
es be can make it known.
• meet Co agree on the best plan
itted. Intelligent speakers will
d to explain the plan proposed.
Ines a question, "Will plant.
themselves from oppression,
iligent concert or will they
row pessimism and Inaction
to wear the of bond-
test hour is just before
as bops tobscoo planters
tbeir darkest hour.
sooty, Tone.
-
e s
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
quiets tickling throats, hack-
ing coughs, pain in the lungs.
It relieves 'congestion, sub-
Cherry
Pectoral
dues inflammation. it heals,
strengthens. YOur doctor will
explain this to you. He knows
all about this cough medicine.
" We have use,' grer's ebony Pectoral In
our tsini y for .t5 vpors for throat and lung
troubles. Anil We think no medicine equalalt.e
Atha. A. Pox ener, Appleton. Minn.
Sie..50c. flee. 
.T. C. A111 CO.,
All druzgl-ts. Lutist,.
or -
Weak Throats
insomotemesse.tyor's Pills greatly aid recovery.
'urely vegetable, gently laxative.
fiONOWASMORTAL
YOUNG CEORCE LAW-
RENCE IS DEAD.
Shot Sturday Night by M Is-
takc.—D. I. Ramsey Is In
Custody.
George Lawrence, the young citi-
zen of this city who was mistaken
for a prowler bent on mischief by
section boss D. E. Ramsey of the
Tennessee Central railroad at Mason-
ville Saturday night and shot
through the bowels, died last night
at bis home here. From the first the
physicians hiwidivec no tome of his
recovery and death was expected
at any time.
Ramsey surrendered this morning
and was placed in jail to await his
examining trial. Lawrence was only
twenty-two years of age and was un-
married.
The shooting was one of the sad-
dest cases of mistaken identity which
has occurred ,in this sectien for a
long time. Lawrence had been via-
Ring at his former home near Ram-
sey's place Saturday and wishing to
strike the railroad on his retur:. to
this city that night he passed
through the premises. Ramsey bad
been greatly annoyed of late by ma-
rauders who would steal from him
and raise a disturbance, and when
ne heard a noise in the yard he se-
cured his Pistol and went out and
saw a man 10 the act of climbing the
fence. He called to him and receiv-
ing no answer be fired, the ball strik-
ing Lawrence on the left side and
lodging ime.se-the skin on the oppo-
site side.
Smoky News.
R-v. W. H. Vaughn filled nis ap
'ointment at the Cooky Baptist
church last Sunday morning but on
account of the small-pox scare there
was a small,tongregation.
—Mrs Ida L. Mosiihy returned to
her home after a visit to friends and
relatives, at Madismville.
—Mrs. A. W. Shryer and mother,
Mrs. Sarah J. Smith, returned to
their home in Nashville, Tenn., aft-
er visiting the family of C. T. Jack-
son.
—Mrs. Mary E. puke ie visiting
relatives in Eiktdn this week.
—L. S. Jackson, of Pembroke,
spent Sunday with his father's fami-
ly.
—Mr. Chas. Garland and wife re-
turned Monday from from Hender-
son where they have been visiting
relatives.
Mr. Arthur Winfree is visiting
friends at Madisonville.
—C. F. Jackson, Jr., returned to
his home after • pleaguint trip to the
sea shore, Richmond, tharlottaville
and other points, visiting friends and
relatives.
—Dr. J. E. Bell, formerly of this
place, is visiting friends here, after a
long absence.
—Mr. Manley Burchett will leave
this week for St. Louis to attend the
exposition. Sunshine.
Sep'. 8, 1904.
You'll be sorcy
if /* don't read page 6 of today's
w Era. •
NEWS IS CENSORED
OUR WAR CORN08POND-
ENT HANDICAPPED.
But Succeeds In Daringly
Pushing Interesting
Letter Past Line.
Camp Beckham, Sept. 6.
Leslie Wilson, Sergent 0 lv e y,
Gabe Sbryer, of Hopkinsville, visit-
ed camp yesterday.
ft t
Mrs. 1%1. E. Hamilton, Miss Perry
Hamilton, and Mr. A. B. Hamilton,
of St. Louis, visited W. A. Cornett
yesterday.
t t t
Mrs. Sue Keach and son, Tom, of
Basket Station, visited George and
Karl Keach yesterday.
t t
At Sunday afternoon's:drees parade
Co. D was encored up and down the
whole line of spectators.
t t t
Monday afternoon the regiment
went down on the grand plaza for
dress parade and for the second time
D Co. was heartily encored.
'fit
Capt. Long has proven himself one
of the best captains in the regiment.
Not only that, but he is vely much
liked by every man in the company.
'fit
Sergeant Merriam has also shown
himself worthy of his position.
Without doubt be is one of the best
first Sergeants D Co. has ever had.
fit
Lieutenadt Wootton wants to know
why Lieut. Clark is sick today.
+ t
Monday was wash day with D Co.
fit
Today the boys are signing the pay
rail, and are also wondering whether
or-not they are to get state or gov-
ernment pay. The papers have to be
sent to Frankfort before we get our
money.
t t
Corn. Sergeant George Courtney
and the cooks as well, have made
good with the company.
fit
Maj. Bassett has placed a censor-
ship over the New Era's correspond-
ent here. Ask Adjt. Tandy the reas-
on why.
t t
Colonel henry issued orders yes-
terday afternoon to have all gamik
ling in the regiment stopped. It was
hardly neceseary as everybody la
"busted" in the regiment.
t t t • ,
As stated in my last.letter Hardy
Haddon was orderly Sunday and
since then we have heard that he
was highly complimented by the
Colonel and all other officers all ODO
of the neatest soldiers here.
t t t
Ben Vv infree aud John Reynolds
both had fair ones as visitors yester-
day. We nave been unable to learn
the names of the young ladles.
t t t
'Simple Maiden (Simpson May-
toil) says the way he gets to see all
the shows is because he goes in
backwards and the gate keeper
thinks he is coming out.
t :
The regular army officers who are
stationed here to inspect the various
state guards who have been here,
and are to come, say that the Third
regiment is in the best shape and the
best drilled of any in tamp so far.
We are often mistaken for regulars.
fit
Private Hine is quite a ladies'
man, too much so for a common pri-
vate. ( lie asked me to put it that
way.)
fit
Surgeon John Reynolds performed
en operation on Private Ryan.
t t t
Winston Davie,of South Christian,
is in camp today.
fit
CLERK BOARD Or Harft.t.
01 Jacksonville, Fla., Endp.rses.
Pe-ru-na.
393 - •
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0. D. Taylor, Clerk of the City Board
of Health of Jacksonville, Fla., has
occupied that position for the last ten
yet,rs.• Ito recent letter to the Peruna
Drug Mfo., he expresses his approval
of their famous catarrh remedy Peruna
in the fdirowing words:
'The health of the poor of a large city
is always a question of vital interest not
only to the city officials but to every
citizen. It has been a source of much
satisfaction to me to find that HO large a
number of working people in moderate
Circumstances have accepted Peruna as
their family medicine. It has cured a
large number of eases especially of ca-
tarrh of the head, lungs and stomach
and building up the general health it
cannot fall but prove a help and blessing
to any community where it is generally
adopted and need. I have found it an
honest reliable remedy and am pleased
to endorse it."—C. D. Taylor, Clerk,
Board of Health.
If you do not derive prompt and satis-
factory results from tile use of Peruna,
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
full stateinent of your case and he will
be pleased to give you his valuable ad-
vice gratis.
Address Dr. Hartman, President of
Tile Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus,
Ohio,
ACCEPTS THE CAL
TO PULPIT OF THE FIRST
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
Rev. Kd H. Bull, of Frank-
fort, Ky., Comes to Hop-
kinsville.
The Rev. Ed. H. Bull, of Frank-
fort, Ky., has accepted a call to the
pastorate of the First Presbyterian
church of this city.
He hits preached here a number of
times during the summer, and has
become wet
membetshi
the 'Rhin
of -deritil
strengt1P,O,_
Pulpit' utter
Mr. Bull. is ndir in -the city, and
his family WITI-grifive In Tioeember.
Not lang ago he resigned the pastor-
ate of the Presbyterian church at
Grant City, Mo., in ceder to attend
the bedside of his father, the vener-
able Mr. C. S. Bull, of Frankfort,
Ky., who was striCken with paraly-
sis.
Mr. Bull is a graduate 3f Center
college, at Danville, Ky., and of Mc-
Cormick college, of Chicago, Ill.
anti before entering the ministry was
in the newspaper business. He will
be a valuable addition to the local
ministers' ass:2.4540bn and will be
cordially welcomed by the citizens
of Hopkinsvilie.
ainted with the
e church and with
nentily. He is a Mail
usi convictions,
ellitysi,41ower oi
The Woggle Bug
old: "Don't fail to read page 6 of
today's New Era.
S. LC.
(From Wednesday's Daily. )
The opening of South Kentucky
college yesterAy was one of the lar-
gest in the school's history, and in
some respects the most satisfactory.
All the rooms in McCarty hall are
occupied, and the girls' department
le filled. The music department is
unusually large. More states are
represetrted by pupils than ever be-
Lieut. Wootten was in command of fore.
C,
the Co. Utility at 11 o'clock and the
o. drilled se well under him that he It's Your Loss i The L & N. will sell half fare ticket, plus 26c from Hopkinsville, Mad-
carried them to a stand and set 'em you dou't take "vintage of the ' fionville, Gracey, Clarksville, Springfield, Adairville, Bowling Green ,Elk-
up to Aram offer made on page 6 
4 Bead it. ten and intermediate points.
. 
if. 
PIREMOST CITIZEICLARCE ATTENDANCE
OF CADIZ HAS PASSED
AWAY.
Mr. W. H. Jagoe Dies of Ty-
phoid Fever.—Daughter
Very Ill.
From Wednesday's Daily.
Mr. M. H. Jagoe one of the most
Substantial citizens and probably the
most successful merchant of Cadiz,
died last night at 7:30 o'clock from
effects of typhoid fever. He was
forty-eight years of age and had for
many years been a consistent mem-
ber of the Methodist church. A fam-
ily, consisting of his wife and eight
children, survive him. Funeral ser-
vices were held at the late residence
this afternoon at 4 o'clock sod inter-
ment took place in East End ceme-
tery at Cadiz.
His eldest daughter, Miss Nancy
Lee Jagoe, whose engagement to
Prof. D. W. Br'.dges, of Lewisburg,
Tenn., was announced last week, is
also critically ill of fever.
Mr. Jagoe moved to Cadiz from
Mailsonville in 1883 and entered the
mercantile business. By his courte-
ous and honest dealing he at once be-
gan to succeed and since that time
his business had steadily grown un-
til last year it was found that his
quarters were too small and tie moved
Into a larger and modern building
which has been erected especially
for him, His death will prove a
heavyjoss to the community in which
he had resided for so many years and
for which he had done so much.
Forcible Facts.
been perfectly and permanently cur-
ed. Cornelius MeCawley, of Leech.
burg, Armstrong Co., Pa., had in all
eighty-one hemorrhages. He says:
"My doctor did all he Jould for ms
but could not stop the hemorrhages,
and all gave me up to die with con-
sumptica." What doctors could not
do "Golden Medical Discovery" did.
It stopped the hemorrhages and cur-
ed their cause. This is one case out
of thousands. Iiivelitigate the facts.
Free. Dr. Pierce's great work. The
People's Common Sense Medical Ad-
viser is sent free on receipt of stamps
to pay cost of mailing only. Send 21
one .cent *tempi for paper covered
book, or 81 stamps for cloth binding.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo
N.Y.
EXPECTED AT THE CUTH-
RIE NIEETINC.
Organization Will Be Corn-
pleted To Fight the
Tobacco Trust.
A meeting to organize the dark to-
bacco planters of Robertson, Mont-
gorneiy and Stewart counties, of
Tennessee, and Logan, Todd, Chris-
tian, Trigg and Caldwell counties, of
Kentucky, has been called by the
president of Clarksville District To-
bacco Growers' Association. C. H.
Fort, of :Adams, Tenn., to meet at
the fair grounds at Guthrie, Satur-
day, September 24, 1904. It is ex-
pected that :this meeting will be at-
tended by at least 6,000 enthusiastic
planters, looking to the futherance
of their interests in the price of dark
tobacco grown in this section.
Some months ago a simile/ meet-
ing was !held at Springfied, Tenn.,
at which a committee was appointed
to get together evidence of the exist-
ence of the alleged tobacco trust.
This committee is now at work and
reportgthat they have gathered con-
siderable evidence of the existence
of a trust that is controlling the to-
I bacco situation throughout the darkbelt off ,Tennessee and Kentucky,
1controlling prices and shutting outout independent competition. Thiscommittee is being assisted by Con-
gressman J. W. Gaines, of Nashville.
While the investigation has been in
progress, the leaders in the move-
ment havebeen urging upon the
{farmers, through the press and other-
wise, the necessity for thorough or-
One-sixth of the deaths from dfs- ganizatioefon 'their part for the per-
ease are due to consumption. Nine- pose of combatting the trust by hold-
'ty-eight per cent of all those who lug up the prices of their tobacco,
have used Dr. Pierce's Golden Medi- and thus making it impossible for
cal Discovery for "weak lungs," have the monopoly to secure the "weed",
at their own :prices as has been the
ease this year.. The farmers are 
4
be-
ginning to ge , apparently, the
necessity for . , anieatiott, and to
lies, that by standing together in this
movement they will have strength
to combat with success against the
powers that have been causing them
to sell at unheard of low prices and
destroying competition for the crops
at the Mime tin*. The Guthrie
meeting is for the purpose of coin-
pletiug organization for the purpose
Indicated.
The small crop of tobacco planted
this year, as before stated, is due to
the fact that the farmers have be-
come so discouraged with the pre-
vailing pries, that they could see no
,profit in raising their usual large
crops, and hence have been devoting
more time to truck gardening and
lees than ever before to the cultiva-
tion of tobacco. It is anticipated
that the Guthrie meeting will be
largely atteiadell:
REACHES MMIKEIEN
(Cablegram.)
ST. PETERSBURG, Sept. 7 —
Kuropatkin's army has safely reach-
ed Murkden.
'he GUTHRIE 'FAIR
ASSOCIATION
WILL BOLD
SEPTEMBER 29TH. 30TH AND OCT 1ST
AN
rAinAGRICULTURAL, STOCKAND IMPLEMENT
Also Combination Sale Each Day at One O'clock
At which Mine will be offered to the highest bidder Horses, Mules. Cat-tle, Sheep and Hogs. Parties having stock for show or sale will please call
on the secretary, Oeo. Snodon, or R Lester, for entry blank and catalogue.
PREMIUMS WII4L BE OFFERED
For all kinds of Stock, Poultry, Grain, Tobacco, Garden
Products, Preserves. Jellies, Pickles, etc,
PROFESSIONAL G4ME OF BASE BALL
Each day at 8 o'clock. No racing, gambling or whiskey allowed on thegrounds.
Grand Tournament of 25 Riders
Will compete for a prise of $100 to be divided into $50.00,$25.00, $15.00 and $10.00.
HALF FARE OVER & N. R. R.
ts:
. —
.Mait
I
THE NEW ERA
—PIO HUSH Y—
tley era Printing & Publish'g Co
OFFICE—New Era Badding, Seventh
t4reel, near Mani, Hopkitaville, Ky.
IS 1.00 A YEAR.
fitelyereed at the postornoe In Hopkins-sit,.
as socsond-olass wall tneAter
Friday, Sept 9, 1904
— 
CLUBBING RATES: —
nth. Wasztiv NSW ERA and the following
papa? e .. one year:
a-Week Courier-Journal  $1.50
I-Weekly St. Louis Republlo . 1 50
-Weekly Globe-Demoorat  115
wally Cincinnati Enquirer. ... 115
Platni-Weekly Nashville Amerloeu   161)
Weekly Louisville Commereisi .   1 1,
TM-Weekly New York World - 1 SG
Deily Louisville Yost . . .. f fal
Bailee and farm ..... -- .. ... . . 1 16
&Mimed Magitailn•—Boston .. .,. 1 yg
tiettentaooniattuon . ... 175Iva. Now York Tribune ......   1 36esk4 Now York Tribune . ..  1 76'a mewl Journal. new
eabearibers owl. . i 76
Spesial clubbing rates with any magazine
newspaper published In the United States
COUItT DIRECTORY.
0111110VIT OM:rim—First Monday in June
ifirerth Monday in February and Sep-
aratist.
Warmer.? Omar—Second Mondays
Ii January, April. July and October.
111Mcar. e—Firet Tuesday in April
,no October.
ODDITY Omar—First Monday in every
month.
— 
ADVERTISING RATES: —
fame inch, ant insertion $ I 50
E inch, one month  
inch, three mought 
Inch, six months.  
 
 $00
6 00
 900
Peer Inch, one year 1600
Additional rate* may he had by notriloa-bias at, the Who*.
?suasion& advertising must be paid for in
adfwasee.
Elketrges for yearly advertisemente will be
elkereed quarterly.
Aill aelvorueemente inserted without spoo-
led time will be charged for until ordered
eat.
Aneuneements of Marriages and Deaths,
ao eseeediug dye lines, dad notices of
pa•ealaaa published grail,.
Glissaary Notices. ReoWntions of Respect,
adether similar notices. five eenta per line
Democratic Ticket.
For Preeldent, •
ALTON B. PARKER,
of New York.
For Vice-President,
HENRY G. DAVIS,
of West Virginia.
For Congress,
HON. A. 0. STANLEY,
of Henderson.
The man who is idle or who is
working on half time when he has a
ebanee, and who has to pay higher
prises than ever before for what he
Nita, cannot he fooled by any acade-
mic are ament about the value of the
high tariff or by any assurance that
be Is proaperiitie. He knows perleet-
ly well tlAt he Is not well off. and
orators Ca.) tot coo vinee him to the
contrary atrainst the weight of his
own experience.
'Fnn lotItinlate purpose of a
tariff is the raising of needed reve-
nue, but when this requires a heavy
hriput f duty, ineiderits1 prot-ction to
inanii;facturee will lesult. But why
should the schedule not be so adjust-
ed that farmers will get some of the
benefit?
-
Mothers, Retain
Your Youthful
Figures.
To be beautiful is to bs lowed by all, If
there lives the woman who is indifferent to
this she is vet to he heard of. Yet from
time immemorial society has tecognIsed
what they • bought to be a detriment in the
vray of such a realization. Tbe bearing of
children has meant to them the warring of
physical beauty of hgure, without which
beauty of face would be of little account.
Nothing could be niece remote from truth
thee this; childbirth is purely a natural
phenomenon, accompanied by pain, to be
UM, but If properly managed no TOM
harmful in its ado< Is upon the human iota
divine than any Mien natural function
MOTHER'S
FRIEND
Is eSsentlal In this proper management of
every case of labor , it relaxes and softens
the alxhiminal milicles, thereby enabling
them to siisrAln tlie stietching that they
must undergo, And froni this yet y fart It
facilitates their return to normal propor.
Nona after childbirth, and it is obviousthat pain must he greatly lessened !rumthis ray reason.
It M a litinne.nt, it Is harmless, It Ispotent, it Is priceless IS its results, it Is
blather's 1. lend. 111.00 per bottle At druggleam Ow book of priceless value sent
• te all wowed.
&Padfield Regulator
s. • ATLANTA. GA.
mein; I got a 50c size, and it cured
my leg. It is the best liniment in
the world."
Abscesses, with few exceptions,
are indicative of constipation or de-
bility. They may, however, result
from blows or from foreign bodies,
introduced itith thekln or flesh
such as splinters, thorns, etc. Sold
by Ray & Fowler.
tier Performance.
11C1101C8— Dors your daughter play on
thy piano?
Ohl Farmer (id tones of deep disguit)
—No, sir. Nhe works on It, pounds en
It, rakes it. serapes it, jumps mit :(Sci
rens over on it, but there's no Play
shout it sir.
Sound kidneys are safeguards Cif
life. Make the kidneys healthy with
Foley's Kidney Cure.
There are something like 825 con-
gressional districts which are put
do ice as safe to one party or the oth-
er in November. TI, is leav( s a large
residue of doubtful members. some
in every large northern state. In
wf,..emisin the single Democratic
cougressmae is likely to be a good
deal less lenesome after Novenno•r.
Five of the ten Republican members
a-e fightiug desperately to rotain
their seats. In West Virginia the
Republicans will have to fight very
hard for (4)u, out of five of the dis-
tricts wine!) they now control. In
I,diana Democrats hope to carry
three districts, and in Ohio, four. In
Penusylvania they are putting up a
vigorous fight and expect to carry
five districts now held by Republi-
Cane.
Fri' the first tin)! in half a century
r here is not a single orator hi the
cabinet. There are three or four
!lieu who make a few remarks on oc-
casions when they are concernei,,
but there is uot a single man among
them who is what 'Wattersou calls a
"thriller." Mr. Roosevelt keeps a
poet, but allowe no rival orator near
the throne.
Such disasters as the Slocum hor-
ror at New York result largely from
political partiality aud favoritism,
by which steamboat inspectors go
unpunished for negligence. Assist-
ant Secretary of the Treasury Arm-
strong says that he was personally
impottuned by a U. S. senator to re•
mit a fine for overloading a steam-
boat under the same circumstances
as those surrounding the Slocum.
An attempt to secure the remittance
of a fine through tne meretricious
avenue of private pull is an assault
upon the traveling public. What is
the senator's na-ne?.
How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F J CHENEY & CO
Toledo, 0
We, the undersigned, have known
F J Cheney for the last fifteen years
and believe him perfectly honorablein all business transactions and fin-
ancially able to carry out any obli-
gations made by his firm.
Waldin, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0
Hairs Catarrh Cure is taken Inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 76o per
bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
stipation.
D-rnocrats have ho particular rea-
son for weeping over the fact that
the Republicans of West Virginia
have a large quarrel on their hands
which is likely to c!le,nge the politi-
cal complexion of at least three of
the five congressional districts.
Neglected Colds.
Every part of the mucous mem-
brane, the nose, throat, ears, head
and lunge,'etc., are subjected to dis-
ease and blight from neglected colds. Lord and His word become our allBallard's Horehound Syrup is AS
pleasant and effective remedy,- 21c-, sufficient oracle. The meek will He
50e, $I. %V. Akendrick, Valley Mills, Well Ills way. If we allow anything
Texns. writes: "I have used Bal. to come into our lives that Is not of
I ird'e Horehoutid Syrup for coughs IGod—companionship, occupation, recre- j
and throat troubles; it 18 a pleasant anon In which we cannot hive fellott '
and most effective remedy. Sold ship with lilm—our walk will be
by Ray & Fowler. marred, our communion br:keu. He
Buys An Interest. 
may have to say to us as He did to the
two with whom He walked to Emmaus,
'Oh, fools, and slow of heart to believe
Mr. Urey. Goodwin, 1101 of Mr. 14 all that the prophets have spoken"
K. Goode in, of Cerulean, has bought (Luke xxiv 25. Let us not give
a hair interest in the litres( dry goods occasion to say this, but let us be
ire of William Lyuch at Princeton. "most surely believers."
Mr Goodwin has had several years The last helpful word we shall have
xperierice in the business. space to consider in this brief medita-
Abscess. 
Um] will be Elijah's offer° and Elisha's
I request, "Ask what I shall do for thee,"W. H. Harrison, Cleveland, Miss., "Let a double portion of thy spirit be
writes, Aug. 15, 1902: I want to upon me" (verse 9). The condition on
say a word of praise for Ballard's which the ire, restbou•loduld be
see 
hi grawnhtedn
which caused the cord, in my leg tolie was t at len. As they still went on
Snow Liniment.. I stepped on Amin,
contract and an abscess to rise in my 
and talked we may not know in what Tennessee CentraIRRdirection Elijah looked, possibly look'knee, and the doctor told me that I leg upward, but there can be no doubt
would have a stiff leg, so one day I as LO where Ellaha's eyes were, for if Effective Su,nday June 5th.went to J. F. Lord's drug store (who he looked away from Elijah for only
is now in Denver, Colo.) He recom- one brief moment he might miss that TRAIN NO. 1. Passenger—Daily.mended a bottle of Snow Liniment; which he desired. So we see him with Lv. Hopkineville 6.15 a m
7.19 am
8.16 am
e•16 am
4111 ./4000)'"Ir—
THE SUNDAY SCHOOL.
_
LESSON XI, THIRD QUARTER, INTER-
NATIONAL SERIES, SEPT ii.
Text of the Lennon, 11 Kings 11, 1.11.
Memory Verses, 9-11—Gulden Teat,
Gen. s. 21—croiroarentare Prepared
by Nev. P. 31. Stearns.
[Copyright, Out, by American Press Amodinkn.j
The -intervening story between our
last lesson 2111(1 this is full of interest,
but we are asked to pass it all by and
give our intention to this most inter
esting and profitable account of the
translation of Elijah, our golden text
associating it with the translation of
Enoch, who walked with Gial and was
not, for God took him. or, according to
lleb. xi, 5, lie was net found, for God
had translated him. This should be of
the utmost interest and importance to
believers. for there is always a possi-
bility that we, too. may be translated.
caught up In the clouds to meet the
LortLin the air (1 Thess. v, 17), for we
shnll not all sleep, but we shall all be
changed in a moment, in the twinkling
of an eye (I Cor. xv, 51, 52). This will
be the experience of all true believers
who shall be alive on the earth when
our Lord shall C01111' again, and, inas-
much as Ills coming is always immi-
nent, it might be the experience of
those who are living today.
The tittle had come when the Lord
v(seild take tip Elijah by a whirlwind
into heaven, and our lesson records the
journey of Elijah and El him from (Al-
gal to Bethel and Jericho and through
JoHlan. and the separation of Elijah
and Elisha. Ensile becoming the suc-
cessor of Elijah with a double portion
of Ills spirit. Elislia's thrice repeated
"As the Lord liveth, and as thy soul
liveth. I will not leave thee" is one of
the most interesting and suggestive
words of our lesson (verses 2, 4, 6) and ,
reminds us of the devotion of Ruth to
Naomi and of Mai to David (Ruth
16; II Sain. xv, 21), and this ought to
be our devotion ito Christ.
The places Gligal, Bethel, Jericho and
Jordan may suggest different experi-
ences in the life or a believer, taking
the suggestions from the meanings of
the words or from incidents associated
with the places—Gilgal, reproach rolled
away; Bethel, house of God or vision
of God; Jericho, city of palm trees, the
waters healed; Jordan, river of judg-
ment. Some believers may have only
the assurance of salvation, all sins for-
given; others have some special mani-
festations of God; others have learned
to let alone the waters that cannot sat-
isfy and drink only of the living water
that gives health; still others see that
they are dead with Christ, buried with
Christ, risen with Christ, like the
twelve stones under Jordan and the
twelve at Gilgui (Josh. Iv, 8. 9), but to
men like Elisha no experience satisfies,
nothing but a living person, to whom
the whole heart says "I will not leave
thee"—not His gifts, not His riches
of grace or glory, but Himself, apart
froni whom all is as nothing.
The bride eyes not her garments, but
her dear bridegroom's face. I will not
gaze at glory, but on my King of grace
The eatue thought is presented in the
words of verses 7, 8, 9—"They two
went on, they two stood, they two
Went over." This suggests "the Lord
and Gideon" (Judg. vil, 18, 20), and
Enoch's; walk with God, and the essen-
tials to a walk with God—"Ilow can
two walk together except they be
agreed?" "Humble thetself to walk
with God" (Amos ill, 3:- Mic. vi. Si.
The Lord bath spoken. We cannot
walk with Him unless we meekly ac-
(yid His word, and we cannot walk in
fullest Intimacy with Him unless we
accept all His words, "believing all
things that are written." To do this, all
or self and self sufficiency and human
wisdom must be renounced and the
„
FOLEY
MILEY CUR
Guaranteed for all Kidney and Bladder
Diseases. Is Safe and Sure.
Foley's Kidney ,Cure
cures the most obstinate cases of
kidney and bladder diseases.
It supplies the kidneys with
the substances they need to build
up the worn out tissues.
It will cure Bright's Disease
and Diabetes if taken in time,
and a slight disorder yields read-
ily to the wonderful curative
power of this great medicine.
It soothes and heals the urin-
ary organs and invigorates the
whole system. If your kidneys
are deranged, commence taking
Foley's Kidney Cure at
once. It will make you well.
TWO SIZES 50e & $1.00
A Physician healed, now prescribes It daily.
De. Geo. Ewreo, a practicing physician of Smith'sGrove, Ky., for over thirty years, writes his personal
ernerienoe with Foley's Kidney Cure: "For years Ibent been greatly bothered with kidney and bladder
trouble and enlarged prostate gland. I used everything
known to the profession without relief, until commenced
to use Foley's Kidney Cure. After taking three bottles
I was entirely relieved and cured. I prescribe It nowdaily in my practice and heartily recommend its use to
all physicians for such troubles, for I can honestly state[have prescribed it in hundreds of cases with perfect
success."
Fit
Used
by the
Most
Skillful
Special-
ists
for all
Kidney
and
Bladder
Ms-
eases
,c, UyR7E
MUM= Of4LY at
MAY & COMPANY
ammo. ILLUIOUI
Sold by Cook & Higgins
liable WAIN?
It's 10 to 1 you do if you are a victim
of malaria.
Don't Do it. It. Dangerous.
WJ'll admit it will cure malaria, but it leaves
almost deadly after effects.
HERBINE
is purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
to cure malaria, sick headache, biliousness,
and all stomach, kidney and liver complainte.
TRY IT TO-DAY,
SO Cents 5. Bottle. AR Druggist..
Sold by Ray ta Fowler
Nothing has ever equalled
Nothing can ever surpass 4.
Dr. King's
New Discovery
Fo C rilirsair Pri"OLDSS
A Perfect For All Throat and
Cure: Lung Troubles.
Lleswe back If it falls. Trial Bottles fre s.
his gaze intently and uuwaveringly
fixed upon his companion.
It is tile same intense earnestness,
that is required of us if we would be
filled with the Spirit. The word stands,
'Ye shall seek Me and find Me when ye
shall search for Me with all your
mart" (Jer. xxix, 13). The eyes of the
Lord are still looking over the earth
for those whose hearts are whole to-
ward thin (II Chiron. 21'1, 9). Elisha
saw Him taken with the whirlwind
and chariot mid horses of lire, and it
soon becarn• very manifest to the sons
of tile prophets that the spirit of Alljali
did indeed rest on Ensile. It is greatly ;
needed that the spirit of Christ should
be seen in Ms people (htofu. vIll. 9: Ii,
con iv, 11), that we might be Iivinc
epistles known and read of all men, !
Li al it woold so If we had tile some j
ea rifest desire tor It that Ensile had
tor the spirit of Elijah (John xiv, 13,
TIME TABLE.
Ar. Clarkaville.
I Ar. Ashland City
Ar. Nashville
TRAIN NO 3. Daily—Passenger.
Lv. Hopkinsville 4'30 p in
Ar. Clarksville 5:83 p in
Ar. Ashland City 
 6:26 p m
Ar. Nashville 730 p m
TRAINRARRIVE At Hopkinsville
No. 4—Daily.. 
 
12:01 p. m
No, 2—Daily 9'36 p. in
Mixed Trains, Daily except Sunday.
No. 96, arrives Hopitinsville 2:00 pm
No 95, leaves HopkInsville 3:00 p m
E. H. HINTON, E. M. Stivatwoon
Traffic Manager. Agent.
Neal) vil le.Tenn. Hopk insv i I le,Ky
In
PARKER'S
HAIR SALSAPC
Curer wale dilemma hair faring.
ele...0 anti beaUt:rie,
rrors,.t.a a luxuriant
Never Fs,' to Itestore Graynoir to its YOuthful Color.
bOs.and sron ar Pnutu
1111 nois
Central
Railroad
TIME
'9\ftestlfr' CARD
Effective Sunday,
NO. 388, DAIN
Leaves Hopkineville.. a Ir
Arrives Princeton., ...... ...7:40 a m
" Paducah 9.26 a m
" Cairo.... 11:86 am
Arrives St. Louis p m6:10
Arrives Chicago .... 
_10:60 p m
NO. 834, DAILY 
Leaves Hopkiosville 12:45 a in
Arrives Princeton 
 1:66 pm
" Henderson 
 6:00 p in
" Evansville 6:46 p m
Leaves Princeton 
Arrives Louisville 
2:06 p in
 
7:00 p in
Leaves Princeton. 2'58 p m
Arrives Paducah. ........ ...4 :16 p m
Arrives Memphis. 10:60 p m
Arrives New (Pietas 10:00 a in
NO 840 DAILY
Leaves Hopkinsville 
 4:30 p in
Arrives Princeton..
Leaves Princeton
Arrives Louisville
Leaves Princeton
Arrives Memphis
" New Orleans
 6 30 p m
2 57 a m Cook Book
. 7:50 a m telling bow to pre,sre Minima
2:85 a and delicious dishes.m
820 a in Clercs(' Liebig Co., P. O Box IT i(:66 p m Now Valk •
* Reda=No 341 daily ar.Hopsinsville 9:40am I
No 3343 daily arrives " 3:rill p in
No 831 daily, arrives " 10:25 pa.
F. W. Harlow, I). P. A..
Louisville, Hy. E. M, Shot wood,
Agte Honk insv ine !
I
FW Harlow ') P A, Louisville.
A J McDougall, D PA, New lirleA H Hanson, 0 PA, Chicago.
JnO A Scott, A 0 P A, Memphis,
Painless
Operations are not few and, far be
tween here, but every day °MITSUI
oes.
Dentistry
has advanced and all work Is DOW
done in a scientific manner. Mod-
ern methods are practically painless
and invariably successful. At this
office all work is now done in a osossful, painstaking way. We are sail,-
fled only when our customers sits:
We never fail to please.
A good set of Teeth
Teeth extracted free when new
ones are ordered. •
Louisville
Dental Pa rlorst,
Next to Court House, Hopkinsvillal
Ky. Home Phone.21"
Hunter Wood, Hunlbei 30
Hunter Wood on
Atts.e.at•La
Office in Hopper Monte],
over Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, : KEC
terSpecial attention tog
bankruptcy.
$5
,..-weep0-01111MS1
 01
SENT MEE- sr
to housekeepers
Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef
OZMA NUS
OR I EN TA L
;UAL
L L S
Boa PfWl*d—;Via
Own fee lospolffoor
of Mahood,
foosoiono.
aoroomooaso.
Lou of No. W.
min ma
we Nam. Mali
Sena LILO&
al
WI wad
row voi
111:041111111.
,k
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t
•
Complete External and
Internal Treatment
r ONE lo iwTimb la mis I
 I
,to cleanse the skin of
crusts and scales and
soften the thickened cuti-
etc; CUTICURA OW-
MITIlt to instantly allay
;Itching, irritation, and
inflammation and soothe
and heal; and CUTI-
4 CURA Pills to cool and
cleanse the blood.
• Ask& Set, cache( Ind One Dollar,
le etdficitat to cure the Met torture•k diffeurfwg skint =4 and ' bk'nds lbsalles• seasnass, rashes, itchintarcdy
ttallidsZnopme, .111 tree cif halt'
tler4eLlt otrn "I' b°111.i
rvg.n. • Pats: Depo ellri, STSICb.Cohon=* Mow Core,Sol. PoopsPoor to Coro Tootortoe. Etiotettrtoeboom laolote *AP" 
Fall Term.
; Vas Louisa Nourse will accept a
LWOW number of students at her
ilia& 'or the term beginning Mon-
dattkopt. 5th. For further informs.
itelephone 478. eod4t
-
rdwick
17.Sells
.rugs
ING US YOUR1
ESCRIPTIONS Col. William 13amberger has re-
SHIT 81 MISTAKE, INHERITED
YOUNC HOPKINIWILLI CI- SCRO ut
TIZEN DYINC.
Wounded By A
Thought He
Marauder.
George Lawrence, a young white
man of this city, was shot and it is
thought fatally wouisded Saturday
night near Masonville on the Ten-
nessee Central railroad by D. E.
Burney a section foreman. It seems
from details given by both parties
that the shooting was an unfortu-
nate case of mistaken identity. Law-
rence had visited his former home
near Masonville Saturday and .was
palming through Ramsey's place on
him way to the railroad to catch a
passing train into town. Ramsey
had been annoyed greatly of late by
Marauders who would pram through
his place, and when he heard a noise
in his yard be picked up his revolver
and stepped out just in time to see
Lawrence climbing the fence. Ram-
sey hailed him and when Lawrence
failed to answer he raised his pistol
and fired. Lawrence then called to
him and asked him not to shoot
again telling him that he was
mortally wounded. Ramsey did not
believe him, but finally allowed him
to go into the house when it was
found that the bullet, fired from a 58
calibre Colt', pistol, had entered the
right side of the bowels and passing
through was imbedded just under
the skin on thdleft side. Yesterday
an operation was performed opening
the bowels which were found to be
filled with blood and it •is thought
the wounded man cannot recover.
He was brought to his home in this
city this morning.
Ramsey is a middle aged man, liv-
ing with his family at Maionville.
He came to town 3 esterday morning
and surrendered to Judge Fowler
who released him on his own recog-
nizance.
Lawrence is a young man about
twenty-two years of age and is em-
ployed on the Tennessee Central.
• 'OWE HAVE THREE!REGISTERED
PHARMACISTS
guaranteee all Drugs
e the Purest and
.P.heat.
plete stock Squibb?,
.1110k's, Upjohns, Parke,
CMOs ec Co.'s and Warn-
41r PERSONAL do
(From Monday's Daily.)
Dr. L. 0. Alexander, of St. Elmo
Ky.. is in the city.
Mrs. Elizabeth Keegan, who has
been ill ter several weeks is rapidly
improving and expects to resume
charge of her business this week.
turned from an extensive tour of the
Eastern markets buying fall goods
for the Mos.yo n Company.
Dr. Darwin Bell, of Gracey, spent
Sunday in the city.
Mr. John C. Latham, of Now York,is in tne city visiting his mother,
Mrs. Virginia Latham.
Mr. Boyd simme, Sowling
Green, passed through the city yes•
terday en route to Gracey, where he
was to join the state geological sur-
•ft Co.'s Chemicals. 
1 veying corps.
Mrs. W. E. Hudson and children,
of 
who r  havej
 
 been ti guestse
 ci  Doefd thee  l family1nothing but the best
morning for their home in Oklahoma.used and every thing'
' Mr. Chas. Dade, of the Newsteaduaranteed to be as your neighborhood, spent yesterday in
'-:doctor orders. the city.
ET US COMPOUND
YOUR
ESCRIPTIONS1
• WE ARE SOLE
• AGENTS FOR
Payne's
audio
rdwic
ells
I Mr. James Roper, of Nashville, ar-
rived in the city Saturday to spend
a few days visiting his mother and
brother.
Miss Lucy Mo re, of Hopkinsville,
!arrived in the city yesterday to visit
t 
' her !nether, Mr. H. A. Moore.—
Owensboro Inquirer.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Cummings, Jr,
and Jack Seale* have returned from
the World's Fair.
Charles J. Mc ['hereon left today
for Lexington to resume his studies
at State College.
Mr. W. R. Howell, of Paducah, is
in the city.
Miss Elizabeth Witty has returned
from a weeks' visit to the World's
fair.
Mrs. El. M. Burnie. of Elkton, is
visiting the family of Mr. J. F. Bur!.
ms on Campbell street.
Master Harry Bond, of Cerulean
Springs, is a guest of Mr. James
Watson today.
Mr. Harry Bryan spent yesterday
in the city. „ •
Mr. Warner Thomas, of The
Square, is visiting his mother at
Marion, 'Ky.
Miss Lbrine Allen, of Ppinbrokel
".t
'When a child I had a very severe at-
tack of Diphtheria, which came nearprov-ing fatal. Upon recovery the glands of the
neck were Very much enlarged, and after
Man Who the free use of iodine, the right one was
reduced to its normal size, but the leftWas A one continued to grow—very slowly atfirst, until it was about the size of a goose
egg, which began to press on the wind-pipe, causing difficult breathing, and be-
came very painful. An incision was made
and a large quantity of pus discharged.
The gland VMS removed or as much as
could with safety be taken out. For tenyears I wore a little piece of cloth about aninch long in my neck to keep the place
open. During this time I had to have it
cut open by the doctor every finial took
cold or the opening clogged In the Spring
or early Summer of 1884 I was persuadedby my wife to use S. S. S., which I did,
strictly in accordance with directions. Itook twenty-six large bottles, and was en-
tirely cured, for I have not suffered since
that time. 13. S. R AGLAND.
Royal Bag Mfg. Co., Charleston S. C.
Only a constitutional remedy can reach
an hereditary disease like Scrofula. When
the blood is restored to a normal condition
and the scrofulous deposits are carried off
there is a gradual return to health. S.S.S
Is well known as a
blood purifier and
tonic. It is the
•n 1 y guaranteed,
strictly vegetable
remedysold. If you
have any signs of
Scrofula, wnte us
'and our physicians
will advise you free
The Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga.
Public Salo'
Having made arrange-
ments to remove to an-
other farm for next year,
I will on THURSDAY,
SEPT. 22nd, sell to the
highest bidder on the pre-
mises five miles from
Hopkinsville on the New-
stead read the following:
The Payne Farm
consisting of about 280
acres, in good state of cul-
tivation, six head of good
work mules, milch cows,
horses, farming impte-
mnnts, etc. Terms made
known on day of sale.
S. F. Holloway
w2td'2,0
School 1
School
'We carry a full line of
School Tablets,
Composition
Books,
Inks, Pens and
Pencils.
COOK & tlIOGINS,
Druggist..
Both Home, 1216.
Phones Cumberland, on.
.444
Gold
•Standard, •
•Single
 •
•
•Standard, •
 •
!Belvedere
 •
•
erfecto!• P 
•
• 
•• 
• 5c Cigars, •
• Are Tne Best.
:H. L. LEBKUECHER
Mailer.
NEW COLUMBIA
THE WHEAT THAT MADE
63 Bushels Per Acre
19 6t
All inquiries as to seed, prices or any other in-
formation promptly answered. Respt,
JEFF J. GARROTT,
PEMBROKE, KY,
Parka
and
Roosacit
campaign
Caps, 25ct
T Wall & Co
The people of Christian countyl IN otice toKy., will take notice that the Fiscal di
Court of said county will meet at r,
ON "EASY STREET"
IS THE SITUATION OF THE
WORLD'S FAIR.
Much Obliged, But Doesn't
,2111gricl That Million
-- Boilers Now.
N. -
ST. LOUIS, Sept. 6.-1-.hiknifontice-
nient is made semi officially *mein-
hers of the World's Fair manage-
ment that the million dollar loan ap-
plied for about six weeks ago, to be
used in case of emergency, will not
be needed. It is stated that I he rev-
enue to the Werld's Fair has exceed-
ed expectations, and the total daily
receipts, in round numbers, amount
to about $76,000.
According to the statement of Pres-
ident Francis, the cost of maintain-
ing and operating the exposition, in-
cluding the government loan pay-
ment, is $66,000 a day. in which event
based upon the conservative estimate
the exposition has a net revenue of
ten thousand dollars each day.
A CASE OF IT.
Many More Like it in Hop-
kinsville.
The following case is but one of
many similar occurring daily in
Hopkinsville. It is an easy matter
to verify its correctness. Barely
you car.not ask for better proof than
ouch conclusive evidence.
J. B. Cravens, blacksmith of 820
West 19th St. says: "Doan's Kid-
ney Pills practically gave me a new
back. For three or four years a kid-
ney trouble had caused me the most
constant and severe aches and pains
through my back and compelled me
to constantly complain in more than
one way. When arising in the morn-
ing I felt sore and tame and had to
make a great effort to dress myself.
The trouble grew worse and a weak-
ness of the kidneys set in which
oaused rue a great deal of annoyance.
Willing to try almost anything I
purchased Doan's Kidney Pills as
soon as I saw them advertised lo-
cally and got a box at L. A. Johnson
& Co's drug store. They brought
me a great deal of benefits My back
is well and strong now and the
trouble with the kidney secretions is
much relieved. The experiment has
given me a great deal of faith in
Doan's Kidney Piils."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name—Doan's—and
take no other. '
NOTICE, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• 
• 
•
eat Raisers
their usual and customary place of wh
meeting, in the city of Hopkinsville,!
county of Christian and state of
Kentucky, on Tuesday the 18th day
of October, 1904, for the purpose of •
issuing new county refunding bonds •
to be sold for ;the purpose of obtain 10
log money with which to pay off all •
outstanding bonds against said coun-
ty, of issue July 1st, 1897, amounting 40
to $81,000. and which said boads were 
•
issued to refund a then existing rail-
•
road bonded debt of about $100,000 •
•and which said original bonds were •
of date July lit, 1867. The terms •
and conditions of said new bonds , •
will be fixed and determined by said 
•
Fiscal Court at said time and place. SUPERIOR WHEAT DRILL ••Done by order of the Christian •
County Fiscal C ,urt, made this day.
This Sept. 2nd, 1904.
W. T. Fowinwit.Bond
. { S BucKtsnit,Commis- '
sioners . T. WILLIAMSON,0. H. ANDERSON,
Fearful Odds Against Him.
Bedridden, alone and destitute.
Such, in brief, was the condition of
an old goner by name of J J Havens,
Versailles, 0. For years he was
troubled with kidney disease anti
neither doctors nor medicines gave
him relief. At length he tried Elec-
tric Bitters. It put him on his feet
in short order and now he testifies,
"I'm on the road to complete recov-
ery." Best on earth for liver and
kidney troubles and all forms of
stomach -Slid bowel complaints. Only
Ci)c. Guaranteed L L Elgin and
Cook & Higgitiki.4ruggists.
Cf ..11h. '11 C) IEG.X 41. • ,
Bears the IN Kind YO4 Ahoi
lisnaturs
4, • . •
Good Fertilizer
Brings good results, so if you want some
thing good we have it. And to insure good
results use a
•
• 
They are the best and have the name they
• deserve, for they are superior to all others,
•
• for they do superior work. So come and try
•
• 
one and be convince I
••.„irianters Hardware Co ••
• (INCORPORATED.)
•
••••••••••••••••••• 11•41•011•41••••
•
•
•
•
•
ORMS
•
1L4ERMIFUCE
WHITE'S CREAM
J.t tatotity. — Benin Qualitj.
For 20 Years Has Led all Worm Home'lee. '6`alirAfffiMCP Xa 3.4 "Y" .04.7.. X. 72114. Gir Itzboc nr,ArrePared br•-•^•••011k
•••• 44. 4. 44•44.4 /S. 
JAMS. AL D St. a*,,,1
Sold b7 Ray
•4•:.
•-•$$ A4F.,..41* '•*•4- $
444.. :,4414 - ••••
'T • A.
• '14e. • -**5
•
•
oi nutritious bay
Pc r acre can be
obtained from
•• •
Y- •
Vt
-
our Tons
eor
(.00
' (1114,.li
The tinsel Winter and Spring pas.
two crop. besides being the largest
forage ace for Fall sow1ng.
A fuU description will be found in our
Frew Foil Oatalowssa No. SS.
Also timcnislaos d Wbster Turf Oats,
Dead Kase: Ram 1,000 Headed Kale,
litertey, Improved Seed Wheats. Alfalfa.
Gress. Clover Seeds. Vegetable Scuds, etc.
Our tredonsisrt bread
"Nes Ribbon deeds**
areas bhgbest estelaty
ellreseastreek
WOOD. SUMS 4 CO. Sesimon.
14,1111111VIL.I.X. KY.
AGENTS 2 IMIT,1 i` AGENTS
TUN 0.1LEA1IAWr DOO/C OP 111111 DAY
"GRIST IN TUE GAN)
ws be. J. Wizsisu Joss.
..oanars :worm
It. C.—'71Freke4 can day. received 10 enders."
ins.—"11A14 le 12 hears." L .•=re.
4116.—"faceived Pros 1 reeiseki 
g
ald 7 IN KWAK
faess---werhied gas day. got
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APPLY AT ONCIL TO
TIE MN= !HOYT CO., Atlanta, Ca.
ALMOST FREE
TRE
Twice a Week Republic
The Modern Farmer
FOR
20 CENTS
To give every reader in this terri-
tory all the campaign and election
news and an excellent farm journal,
we will send upon receipt of twenty
e.nis
The Twice a-Week Republic,
Including The Farm Visitor, from
now until December 1904, and
The Modern Farmer,
A Farmer's Family Newspaper,
From Dec. 1, 1904, to Dec. 1, 1906.
Thie is an unprecedented offer you
cannot afford to miss. Send 28 cents
at once and get regularly the News
of the Day, the Campaign, the Farm
and Home.
Be sure to address all mail to
The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.
SAMPLE COPIES FREE
Where both papers are not desired
subscriptions for either separately
for the terms stated shove will be
accepted upon receipt of TEN
CENTS.
W Olvev W Ulm
IN
oniv
BUSINESS
FOR MYSELF!
HAVE resigned my posi-
tion with Hard wick's Ser.
elry store and am Dow loeated
in Armistead's Drug Store,
11:13•16 I am masted to do all
kinds of Wateh end Jewelry
Repairing and at reasonable
prices.
If you wish to purchase a
watch or any other article of
;ewelry see me before closing
the deal as I can Base you
money on anything in the
jewelry line.
W. It OLVEY,
At Arnstetepad's Drug
eitttre.
Ill South Main Strut.
Opposite the Opera House.
• Early Risers
TIE FAMOUS LITTLE PILLS.
For quick relief from Biliousness,
/Sick Headache, Torpid Liver, Jaun-
dice, Dizziness, and all troubles aris-
ing from an inactive or sluggish liver,
DeWitt's Little Early Risers are un-
equalled.
They act promptly and never gripe.
They are so dainty that it is a pleasure
to take them. One to two act as a
mild laxanve; two or four act as a
pleasant and effective cathartic. They
are purely vegetable and absolutely
harmless. They tonic the liver.
flIPAISD OWL? AY
LC. 01111,11.1 at Co.. Obiaado
'a, Bold by B. CI. Sariurieli
HOME IN NEW TOR TWO CENT POSTAK
OF MR AND MRS. JOHN
C. LATHAM.
His Name Is a Synomyn Of
Integrity.- Family In
Europe.
Sunday's Courier-Journal contains
beautiful pictures of Mrs. John C.
Latham and her little daughter, to-
gether with the following corres-
pondence from New York:
"I was talking to New York men a
few days ago about the standing of
different men in business circles in
New York. I was anxious to know
something about Mr. John C. Lath-
am, who came to New York from
Hopkinsville. I asked one of these
gentlemen if he knew Mr. Latharn.
He replied: "Yes, quite well. He
is a fine fellow and his firm is one of
the most substantial firms in New
York: in fact, its name is a synonym
for honesty and integrity." Then
the other gentlemen said: "I wish
to say something about Mr. Latham.
His name is or would be worth solid
gold on the stock exchange, and I
consider him one of the safest and
best bankars in New York City or in
any other city."
Mr. and Mrs. Latham live in a
handsome brown stone house on
Fifty-third street, near Madison ave-
nge. Their drawing-room is over
thirty feet long and is furnished in
light pink and gray, with all kinds
of beautiful things in it in the way
of pictures, miniatures and.eabinets
filled with rare ornaments. I wish I
had time to describe some of the
beautiful water colors in this room.
I received a note from Mrs. Lath-
am nit long ago inviting me to come
and take lunch with her and her
mother, Mrs. Gaylord. I went at 1
o'clock and was invited into the
drawing room, where,' had to wait
only a very few minutes when Mrs.
Latham came in. She was sweet
and cordial—just the same dear Elsie
Gaylord she was before she married,
not one bit spoiled and just as pretty
as a picture. She said: "Come, we
will go up into the library; it Is so
much more homelike."
The library is in green and crimson
and is a good-sized room—not like
most New York rooms, so small you
can hardly sit with comfort in them
with three or four other persons. It
Is a real. living-room, with big, corn
fortable, sleepy-hollow chairs, a
couch heaped with pillows, plenty of
new books and magazines and a
handsome desk.
I had just made myself coMfort-
able in a big chair when Mrs. Gay-
lord came in with little Miss Latham
In her arms. The baby is dear lit-
tle creature with light curling hair
ard blue eyes. But how could she
be anything but attractive? Her
grandmother, Alice Brannin Gay-
lord, was the most beautiful girl in
Louisville for years, aid is still s
beautiful woman, and just as fasci-
nating as she can be, while her moth-
er is a beautiful woman with such a
charming personality that when you
are talking with her you are contin-
uously thinking what a charming
woman she is. The baby girl is
named for her grandmother. Alice
Gaylord. She was christened last
spring. Mrs. Latium had a lovely
christening party, with fifty of her
friends as guests. The Rev. George
F. Clover officiatea. The godmoth-
ers were Mrs. Jefferson Davis and
Mrs. John McFadden.
Mrs. Latham, with her little
daughter and her mother. is now in
Europe. Mr. Latham did not go
with them, as the stammer months
are his busiest season.
ON EUROPEAN LETTERS
IS NOW IN SIGHT.
And Possibly Mall Each
Way Six Deys Out of
Each Week.
A special dispatch frma Washing-
ton says:
Reduction of letter postage be-
tween the United State. and Europe
from 5 to 2 cents will it Is expected,
be put into effect early next year.
Just before leaving for his home in
Wisconsin, Postmaster Ge neral
Payne discussed the business of Ms
department and talked politics in a
general way.
"The most important reform we
now have in mind," said Mr. Payne,
"is the reduction Of rates of postage
between this country and Europe tc
2 cents. There is every prospect that
at the next session of the postal con-
gress in March we shall be success-
ful, as we have the oo-operation of
England and Germany.
"We are also at work to obtain at
least a six-day nisii each week both
ways with Europe. We now have
four-day Battings and are confident
that by arrangements with the great
lines we shall have six-day mail ser-
vice."
Elizabeth Hunt Stites.
Under a mound of beautiful flow•
ere all that was mortal of Elisabeth
Hunt Stites was tenderly laid to rest
Sunday afternoon in Hopewell ceme-
tery. A young woman's sphere ie
usually contracted. She fills her
place in a circle of friends, a church
and her family, rarely in an entii e
community, but from all of these
Elizabeth Stites will be missed.
She has gone and we are the sad-
der, but are grateful that we know
such a lovely character and such a
sweet friend. She will be missed by
many. She always had a cheerful
greeting for every one. In all public
affairs she was interested, and liber-
al with her means in helping any
thing for the good of the town. III
her intercourse on the streets and in
the stores she was a favorite. With
the young she was their age, and
made them feel it. With the aged
her adaptability was remarkable
To her friends she was loyal, unself-
ish and true. In her borne she was
sunshine and love, and there was
her real self best known.
She had that happy facif ty o•
making friends with whomever she
game in contact, and her cheerful.
nese never failed. One always left
Lizzie feeling glad she bad met her.
Her mission was to brighten—and
the light of her life will be missed.
This is the lesson I gained from con-
tact with her , the example I ',child
mark out.
In the hearts of a host of friends
will ever be fondly cherished the
memory of Elizabeth Hunt Stites.
—One Who Loved Her.
BURLEY TOBACCO MEN.
(Special to New Era.)
LEXINGTON, Ky., Sepi.e6.—The
meeting of the executive committee
of the Burley Tobacco Growers' as-
sociation developed into a molt im-
portant one here. There were abwit
seventy farmers in attendance. They.
are of the opinion that they can
formulate a plan by which they can
get more for their tobacco.
The association is to have 9500,4100
capital Two men at the meeting
each took $5,000 worth of stock.
UNDER HEDY IBM
Negro Arrested At Roaring
Springs Is Held.
"Boss" Hite, the negro that was
Mr. Herschel Wooeley  es arreeted near Roaring Springs a
Eva Hale were married Sunday at. week ago at Cadiz, charged with an
ternoon at the home of the bride near attempt to assault the ten-year-old
Bainbridge. The ceremonwas pro- daughter of Mr Mark Clark, of that
flounced by Rev. Thomas F. Davis. community, had his examining trial
before County Judge Bingharr., and
Miss Willie Belle Harrison has re- was held tinder $1,000 bond to await
turned from St. Louis where she the action ef the grand jury, which
went to purchase the fall millinery meets this week, in default of which
stock for Miss Elooser. bond he was sent to jail.
Woosley-Hale.
HMO FOR DEATH
HE WANTED WEAPON TO
END HIS LIFE.
Pitiful Fate Of Conductor
Watt Rutherford At
Nortomilile.
Walt Rutherford, conductor of
a freight train running as first sec-
tion of No. 9'7 on the L. dr N., WSA
Vegetable, liver pills.
' 111 S 
is what they are. The
co sick-headache.astlpation, bi 
.0
Want your moustache or beard BUCKINGHAMa._ br, r bla ? Use nm on or Domains ass.,
Vanderbilt Training
ELKTON, KENTUCKY.
A High-grade, Well Equipped Training School Preparation far
lege; for Business, for Life. Healthful Location; Intelligent Co
Positive Christian Influences; Trained Instructors; Large Commie,
Athletic Field; Equipped Gymnasium, Good Library; Interesting
eum ; Expenses Moderate. For particulars address
run over by hie train at Nortonville J.M. Fletcher, M A, and J. M. Robats, M A, hi
about 11 o'clock Saturday night and Fell Term Opens Sept. let.
both legs were cut off below the
knee. The train stopped below the
depot and sensual the conductor got
off and went Into the oFerator's room
for orders. When he came out the
train pulled up gathering headway
all the time and when it Fassed him
was going very fast. Mr. Ruther-
ford caught the iron ladder on
the box ear next to the cabo,se and
jumped for the step but missed
it and his feet striking on the oil box
of the axle slipped and the wheels
went over both legs crushing them
off. The injured man begged pit-
eously for some one to kill him on
the spot and when no one would
grant his request he then begged for
some one to give him a weapon
that he might accomplish the deed.
He was taken to Earlington and giv-
en medical attention. He is twenty-
five years of age and lived at Nebo,
Ky., witti his wife and one child.
Sons of Confederates. i
A camp of the sons of the Confed-
erate veterans has been organized in
Trigg county.
Floe Farm For Sa
On Palmyra Road, One Mile From
City Limits
I
Containing 24834 acres, 51 acres in Timber, 65 acres in Otass,
ed clay soil, large two-story ?Anse with seven rocire, dry cellar, Jana'
tern of cleat cold water and springs, never failing stock weter, two
tenement homes, large barn, fine orchard of variety of fruit.
ar.• ,
Also My Brick Cottage on
East 9th Street.
Near South Kentucky College, containing six rooms, walker, ifew
coal house and outhouses. fruit, apples, peaches, themles, /MIRO\
grapes. Price low, 3 cash, balance lesg time.,Call/see Swat Tile Sikh
D. H. ArinStr0
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Finished Floors
and rugs are replacing carpets everywhere. They're
cleaner, more healthful, more stylish.
The Sherwin-riltiams Modern Method Flew Finish's
for finishing old or new floors in any style desired,
give best results always. Use them on your floors.
Pan Painted lialek—laside Floors—nor 8-W. WOOF FLOOR PIVOT.
Porch Floors—Tat Poet, how Attu
PK Varnished Fistali—Natural—ma-cor, a durable floor varnish.
Stained--Fsoeassc, s1a01 and varnish coinbined.Per wend piassa—rus nowt Cu.
per cassorly cracks Is 014 pissirs—rsr s-w NICK AND NAN mai.
Get color cards from
Forbes M'f'g Co.
We Sell
Genuine
Mason's Fruit Jars
Wholesale and Retail.
Can Save You Money.
Forks Frg. Co.
* .
RMAIMAPPA 'MINA WIRAM
'14
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(From Saturday's Daily)
Wise N.U. Alexander, who has
,the (Manning guest of Miss
Cayce for several days, left to..
for her home at Fulton, Ky.
IMrs. T. Wallace Green and her 1
daughter, Mies Beside Tarry, '
love been guests of Mrs. Hunter
for several flays, left this
ng for their home at Mason,
a.
Mies Lou Holland who was called
Flopkinsville a few weeks since,
his returned borne -Madison dine
. EInatIor.
4 Mr. W. F. Sheridan, formerly train
IdisPetober for the Henderson dill-
. sten ot the L. Is N. railroad, but now
I
with the Mexican Central, was in
tee oily last night. Mr. Sheridan is
a member of the local lodge of Elks
and has many friends here.
iFlora Ryan has accepted a
as recorder, ki the oftlee of
bey Clerk Prowse.
J. R. King of the Laytoneville
berboad was in the city Satur-
II der,
MM. Annie Tobin and daughter
' Mile Ida, left this morning for
:Southern Kentucky to visit friends
1 NMI relatives.Mr. Ben Salmon, of Dawson13.elege, Is in the city for the pur-
. **of securing hands to work in the
pieWIre• ooal Mines at Ilsley.
Miss Nellie Adams, of Hopkins-
Is the guest of Mrs. E. A. Cof-
-.-Ciarksville Star.
ft. J. M. Cobb and Miss Hattie
g have returned to Covington,
. after visiting relatives here.
Mary L. Powell, of South
ter, I. T., Is visiting Mr. and
C. B. Eades, on East 7th street.
I. T. M. Jones has returned from
w York.
(From Friday's Daily.)
May Vernon, of Natchez,
Is visiting Mier; Ethel Ben.
man Small is off on his ten
vacation and Lieut. Dye is
on duty. Mr Small and son,
• are hunting in Christian
.—Clarksville Star.
1.1: L. Clardy, of South Dakota,
slater, Mies Teonle Clardy, of
1. are the guests of Dr. and
Andrew Sargent.
. J. J. Garrott and daughter,
Jessie Garrott, of Pembroke,
In the city yesterday.
everkillrthar Hollineworth, of Vick&
rinalt-Mies., was in the city yester-
Beeler has returned to Vicki'.
Mies., after a visit to the
Moore's in The Square viola-
roy Taylor has returned to
I. after a visit to friends In
ty.
L?. McIntire went to Hop.
lie Tuesday and returned yes-
.,...Jobn Heath, of Hopkins-
spent several days in the coun-
week.-Cad is Record.
Gene Goldthwalte of Hop-
lo, is the guest of Misses Mar-
and Christine Caruthers... Mr.
nor Heard and Miss Sallie
Blakey, bf Hopkineville,
yesterday with Miss Marjorie
arr.—Elkton Times.
It-v. Geo. C. Abbtit has gone
Wilma to spend his vacation.
Kate Smith is visiting her
, Mr. Hiram Salter, in New
5.
a Stella Smith has returned
Bowling Green, accompanied
pey ber cousin. Mrs. Edgar Cayce.
Miss Carrie Salter, of New York,
4 is visiting her sister Mrs. Lizzie
Elem.
Orres Lula and Clayton Bowles
visiting in Nashville.
t- Faulkner Goldthwaite, of the
Naval Academy, at Anapolas,
the city to spend a mouth's vs-
with his mother, Mrs. Willie
thwaite.
Tommie Wallace and Miss
Weil have returned from Hop-
i's.- Paducah News-Demo-
John 'P. Burnett, of Louisville,
gin the city.
James H. Anderson has re-
from New York where he
a month buying goods.
John C. Duffy spent yesterday
buckle, Toon.
len's Arnica Salve
110tid-wide fame for marvel-
It surpasses any other
14Niten ointment or bairn for
e, bares, boils, sores, toi-
lette", sail rheum, fever
AboutPeopI&ClijSOL
HARRIS NICKLE PLATE
SHOW ADVERTISED.'
Show Is Not In Debt, Nor Is
It Hekl By the Rail-
road Company.
"The Harris Niche Plate show has
$5,000 in its car safe on the tracks at
Howell," said Charles C.. Wilson,
manager of the circus, yesterday to
the Evansville Journal. "and if you
will send a reporter out I will show
It to him. The Harris show doesn't
owe a dollar."
This statement was made in reply
to the story thatthe show was being
held by the' railroad Atiowell to
satisfy a freight bill.
After twenty-one years of manage-
ment, by the Harris fatally, the fam-
ous circus bearing the name-of the
Harris Sickle Plate shows is to pass
from under its direction.
"It has been oug liateLtion to go
out of the business several .years
ago," said Mr. Wilson, who is a son-
in-law of the late William H. Harris.
"After a series of exasperating inci-
dents I suddenly came to the conclu-
sion that now was as good a time as
any. Our laid performance was
given at Sebree. There we. paid off
all of our performers in full. The
show was brought intact to Howell,
as the park there offered an advanta-
geous location on the railroad to rest
until the circus could be sold. It
has been ,advertised in the theatrical
papers and wilfi be sold in its entire-
ty, with the name."
The celebrated "Harris Sickle
Plate Shows" were established by
the late William H. Harris, in 1883.
He was then a merchant in Chicago,
sad one of his customers was Dan
Costello, the well known circus
clown, who used to loaf around he
store, and induced Mr. Harris to
back a show. Costello remained
with the show twenty years. Its
name was taken from tbe Nicklo
Plato radroad which had then just
been built. The estate left by Mr.
Harris, valued at 000,000, shows it
was a profitable venture.
"Mrs. Harris owns • beautiful home
iu Ctileago, which she will enjoy at
ter the fatigues and discomf .rts of
twenty years with a circus. It has
long been the intention of Mr. Wil-
son to engage in another business.
"We regret extremely that the ru-
mor circulated that we were in debt,"
said he. "The Harris Nickle Plate
show was never in debt, and always
took pride in paying its bills prompt-
ly in cash."
. What Is Lite?
In the last analysis nobody knows,
but we do know that it is under strict
law. Abuse that law even slightly,
pain results. Irregular living means
derangement of the organs, resulting
in constipation, headache or liver
trouble. Dr King's New Life Pills
quickly re-adjusts this Its gentle,
yet thorough. Only 25c at L L El-
gin's and Cook ek Higgin's drug
stores.
110)4AS A. EDISON, the in-
ventor, in mapping out the
problems of the future, gives
first place to the necesgity of
fighting the bacteria which
give us our diseases. Next
to the actual bacteria of dis-
ease, the mosquitos and flies
are the most dangerous enemies of man.
The mosquito with its bite injects into our
veins malaria, yellow fever, and other fatal
troubles. The fly, with spongy feet, collects
the invisible germs of diseases, spreads
them over our food and poisons us with
typhoid, cholera and other plagues of the
human race.
Dr. Pierce, the eminent physician of But.
falo, N. says, "If each person will con-
sider his system as an army of men which
he controls as a general, and will see to its
proper provisioning and that it has plenty
of ammunition in the shape of good red
blood, he will be able to overcome the
enemy in these germs of disease." Every
healthy man has five million red blood
corpuscles to every square millimeter of
blood. The best tonic for increasing the red
blood corpuscles and building up healthy
tissue is no doubt Dr. Pierce's Golden Ind-
ica] Discovery. This medicine has been on
the market for over a third of a century
and numbers its cures by the thousand.
Many popular patent medicines or tonics
are made up largely of alcohol and will
shrink the corpuscles of the blood and
make them weaker for resistance. What
is needed is an alteNive extract, like Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, made
of roots and herbs, without the use of alco-
hol, that will assist the stomach in assimi-
lating or taking from the food such ele-
ments as are required for the blood, also an
alterative that will assist the activity of the
liver and cause it to throw off the poisons
In the blood. When we have accomplished
this we have put the system in a fortified
condition so strong that it can repel the
germs of disease which we find every-
where -in the street-cars, the shops, the
factories, the bedrooms, wherever many
people congregate, or where sunlight and
good air do not penetrate.
Accept no substitute for "Golden Medical
Discovery," There is nothing "just as
good" for diseases of the stomach, blood
and lungs.
Neglected constipation mein% headache,
heart-bum, sour stomach, foul taste in the
mouth, biliousness, pimples, and palpita-
tion of the heart. Constipation is promptly
cured by Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. One
for mild cases, otherwise two.
BIG HORSE SHOW
WILL BE HELD AT PEM-
BROKE SEPT. 23-24.
Arrangements Are Nearing
Completion.- Liberal
Premiums.
The people of Pembroke are pre-
paring for the biggest event in the
history of their enterprising town
and all arrangements for it are rapid
y nearLg crmpletion. The Chris-
tian County Horse Show association
will held its first show at Jameson's
park, Pembroke, on Friday and Sat-
urday, September 23-24.
The premium list, which will be
out in-a tew days, I. said to be the
most liberal ever offered by a fair in
this section ot the state, and wilt in-
sure the entry of the very hest Wick
in all classes.
The park has been put in ship-
shape for the event, new grandstands
being erected, excellent track pre-
pared and everything done for the
comfort of the great crowds which
will be sure to attend both days.
MR. WILL ADCOCK
Will Devote His Entire Time
to Stave Factory.
Mr. Will A. Adcock, who for some
time has been the receiver of grain
at the plant of the Acme Mills
Elevator company, has resigned and
in the future will devote his entire
time to the stave factory which tie
and Mr. Arthur Wallace established
, some months ago out on Canton
Avoid serious reiultp of kidney or I street. Though the factory has beenbladder disorder by taking Foley's ?
Kidney Cure.
Mexican War Veterans.
The Kentucky Mexican War vet-
erans will meet in Louisville Sep-
tember 13 for the purpose of mobiliz-
ing the members of the solicitation,
in order to attend the national reun-
ion of Mexican War veterans in St.
Louie, September 15. There are
about twenty-five members of the as-
sociation in Kentucky.
A Power for Cood.
The pills that are potent in their
action and pleasant in effect are De-
Witt's Little Early Risers. W. S.
Philpot, of Albans, (4a., says: "Dur-
ing a bilious attack I took one.
Small as it was it did me more good
than calomel, blue mass or any other
pill I ever took and at the same time
the effect was pleasant. Little Early
Moors are certainly an ideal pill."
Sold by H. C. Hardwick.
oloipsIbands, skin eruptions;
Cure guaranteed. Foley's Honey and Tar for (soughs
s's sod Stook A and °olds; reliable, tried ipod tested, promotion
• 
seta sad Sm. Isola* increase
in operation only a few months the
business has already grown to such
proportions as to demand the entire
time of both members of the firm in
its management. Mr. Adcock will
have general management of the
work in the factory, while Mr. Wal-
lace ,will look after the office
and the buying of timber. Mr. Wal-
lace says the supply of timber suit-
able for staves in Christian county
is sufficiently large to supply them
for a good many years. At the pres-
ent time a great deal of timber is be-
hauled t3 their plant, but when the
bad weather of winter sets in they
will get their supply from a piece of
woods • hieh they purchased recent-
ly and which lies near the railroad.
Coca Higher.
Mr. John McCarley has been pro-
m ,ted to the position of manager of
the hardware department of Forbes
Manufacturing company. Mr. Mc-
Carley has been connected with this
firm for a number of years and the
carries with it a hand.
in salary.
•
HIPPY WEDDING
IS CULMINATION OF RO-
MANTIC COURTSHIP.
Mr. E. W. C. Edwards And
Miss Belle Hall Are Mar-
ried At Evansville.
The Evansville Journal gives the
following interesting account of the
marriage of two well known Chris-
tian county people:
"Thornton home in outer Lincoln
avenue, the haven for aged Cumber-
land Presbyterian ministers, was the
scene of a wedding Thursday, which
proved the happy culmination of a
romantic courtship.
"The contracting parties were E.
W. C. Edwards, of Hopkineville,
Ky., and Miss Belle Hall, originally
of Hopkinsville, but who for the past
six months has been making her
home at the Thornton home.
"Miss Hall came here with her
mother and step-father, Rev. W. O.
L. Quaff, a prominent Presbyterian
minister. She remained with her
aged parents in the home and cared
for them until they both died. fhen
she wits retained in the home as a
kind of supervisor, her services dur-
ing the time see had been there hav-
ing been found very valuable by the
management of the home.
"Before coming here Miss Hall and
Mr. Edwards were intimate friends
and had been lovers in their younger
days, both families residing near
each other at Hopkinsville. Mr. Ed-
wards was a widower and the friend-
ship was maintained after Miss Hall
came here by correspondence. It fin-
ally resulted in an engagement and,
the wedding day having been fixed,
Mr. Edwards came to the city early
Thersday morning to claim his bride.
"Be registered at the St. George,
where by appointment he met Dr. W.
J. Darby, who accompanied him to
the courthouse to get the license and
then to the Thornton home. The ser-
vices of Rev. W. F. Padgett, pea or
of Olive street Cumberland Presby-
terian church of which the bride is a
member, having previously been ar-
ranged for, the ceremony Liok place
soon after Mr. Edwards put in his
appearance.
"Only a few friends were present
at the ceremony. A wedding dinner
was served and the bride and groom
left doting the afternoon for Hop-
kinsville whore they will reside on
the estate of Mr. Edwards.
"Mr. Edwards is one of the most
promiuent farmer i and citizen.
Hopkinsville, owning a large estate
near the city. He is an officer in the
Cumberland Presbyterian church in
Hopkinsville and is highly respected
by all. His bride comes of a promi-
nentfamily also and is a lady of mealy
admirable traits of character which
have made her beloved aZ, the Thorn-
ton home where she will be greatly
missed."
NEW BOND ISSUE
WILL BE FLOATED BY
CHRISTIAN COUNTY.
The fiscal court, at a special called
meeting held Friday ordered an
Issue of funding bonds for the pur-
pose of taking up the $81,000 of bonds
issued in 1887 for the L. & N. rail-
road. The amount of the bonds was
originally $160,000 but it has since
been reduced to $81,000. The last
bonds issued, and which the fiscal
court now will take up, bore 6% in.
forest, but the court has been advised
that they can float an issue of the
bonds at 4% and this is the reason for
the new issue. Judge W. T. Fowler,
County Attorney G. H. Anderson
and Magistrates S G. Buckner and
W. T. Williamson were appointed a
committee to arrange for the issue
and sale of the new bonds and the
calling in of the old veer. The new
bonds are to be issued just as soon
as possible and trot later than No.
vember 1.
AregetatiePreparationforAs-
stmliating tbelood aadRegula-
dog de Stomachs andBovails of
IN.1 %NIS I ott
Promotes Digestionaterful-
nese andRest.Contains neither
Ojsna.MorpIiine nor IfineraL
T 'MAIM OTIC..
Aweisaemi.il-S1144triffrION
lisseshis Seasi-
=I;e-4ftieraed •
A perfect Remedy for Cootipa-
Tion , Sour Stomach,Diartboea
Worms ,Convulsions ,Feverish-
ness and L089 OF SLEEP
Far Simile Signature of
al4 91ZEW.
NEW YORK.
ill
rt /)11%)., t"“
DtACT COPY of V/RASPER.
CASTOR
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Hue
Always Bought
Bean the
BiPature
of
hi
Use
For Over
Thirty Years
CASTOR!
IflTFOUTA
MAL
OR AKER
11 THE CURE
OFDBEASE
Lffe P.aut
stands peerless
and alone as
the sovereign
remedy for the speedy and perms-
Sent ours of Rheumatism, Catarrh
sad all diseases of the blood.
Miss Mary Mummy. Uhrionsvilla
‘r••
DIG rheumatism. very natunal, mate
mid feet so beau swollen that I could notTrear my oboes Tried various remediesbut mead gat no relief until 1 was in-dated to try Life Plant. When 1 bailtaken one bottle the 'mentor and pain
were all gun, and ,..eve not returned. Isl decidedly b. Ster every way. Cannot
my too much for Lite Pistil
NO CORE NO PAY is our guaran-
tee. It is the most certain cure fordiseases of the blood on the market..
If you feel badly why not take •
bottle, just the thing to tone up the
system.
AI suet tautened Iry
THE UFE PLANT CO.,
CANTON. WHO.
Inane verbosity.
-Don't you think that Mrs. Matson
le quite a brilliant cooversationaliett
"Oh. quite! She can express less in
more words than any one I ever met."
-Life.
Don't The South Ken
tucks' Building dr
YOU Loan Association
Want
To
Own
Your
Own
Home
??
will help you on
easy monthly pay-
ments
If you want to
save money and be
getti ,g interest on
it all the time let
us sell you some
stock as an invest..
ment.
Por pirticulars address
Henry C. Gant, Pres.
J E. McPherson, Sec.
Nasal
CATARRH
Es Balm
eissirms,sonbes arid heals
the diseased membrane.
It cures mane sad drives
sway a cold la the head
quickly.
Cress balm Spinal late is sestreksereses
cm the assume sad is stesebsd. Rend isle.
andkasaid cow teams It is set drying-doss
sawstege Ione INne, se eon at Ding
Volery'reelli Teal Slew N masa
• sik sasesiss, as worm susdaser Yet
'e
TO BEAUTIFY
YOUR COMPLEXION
IN 10 DAYS, USE
The Unequalled beautifier
ase
A
 FEW elIPPlioatioas will remove tan or
sallowness and restore the beauty of
youth.
SATINDLA is • new disonvery,gnamnteel •
and money refunded If it falls to remove
fe.reck tea, Pimples, Liver "pots. Blackheads
Tan, DiscoloratIons and Disfiguring IZrap-
lions. Ordinary oases In 10 days, the worse
in 40 days. After these defects are removed
the skin will be soft, clear, healthy and
beautiful. Price rele at drug Worse or br
Thousands of :ladies testifylite the
merits of eau cola.
Mrs Etta Brown writes: "St Louis, Mo.,
rune 80. 1904. 1 have been using your &W-
hole. Egyptian Cream Soap and Nadine
race Powder, and uSe them silvery much.
This is the first summer since chiltlitood I
have been without freckles. I am 114 yams
old and !wive • better complexion now than
when a girl."
NATIONAL TOILET Co.,
PARIS. : : : : TENN.
Sold in Hopkinsville by all druggists
Essaansese 19S4
40 years successful record.
The Great Business Training
school of Louisville
offers the latest anti best
methods, and the most com-
plete course of study in
Penmanship, Shorthand, Typewrit-
ing and other branches
pertaining to a
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Able and experienced teachers.
School open the entire year.
itudents may enter at any time.
.EGANT CATALOGUE FREE
E. J. WRIGHT, Pres.,
N. E. Cor. 21 and Walnut Sta.
Couisv AlSv.
For Sae.
The S. T. Fox farm of 519 sores,
situated on the Millers Mill road
about seven miles Southwest of Hop.
kinville, large two story dwelling
and ill neoessary hum buildings,
good terms, orchard and plenty of
water and timber. This is a fine
farm and located in one of the best
farming sections of the county and
will be sold on reasonable terms.
W 'titres & Knight.
5.
„
• ef.
'sta.
U Doesn't Soars Folks
to be told the irolA about ,
Lion Coffee
The scare-crow coffees are those
that hide under a glazing of factory
eggs, glue and such stuff.
Lion Coffeeth pure, wholeeom%
n flavor and manna
The air-tight, sealed
insures cleanliness, fresh.
uniformity.
LEFT IN I SKIFF.
SEARCH IS MADE FOR
RUNAWAYS.
!Boy and Two Little Cirls
Have Disappeared Near
Clarksville.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., Sept.-7.--
The 14-year-old eon and 10 and 12-
year-old daughters of Race Sutter, a
farmer living five miles south of
Clarksville, are mining, they having
left borne last Thursday and have
not been beard of sinco the evening
of that day.
, The children left the house tor the
tobacco patch on the farm, but pro-
‘6" seeded to the batik of the river,
where they secured a canoe and
started off down the Cumherland
river. The last heard of the child-
ren was late Thursday afternoon
when, they are reported to have been
seen live miles below Clarksville,
Ion Riles from their home. The
Andrea were without provision, se
bras known, or a change of clothes.
Where they intended to go no one
seems to know, but the supposition
la that they planned to go to the
lobate of an uncle in Keatunky, who
lives on the lower Cumberland. The
father has gone in search of the run•
away..
Ferfonals
From Wednesday's Daily.
Mrs. A. J. Montan, who has been
the guest of relative, here for the
past week, left Sunday for Hopkins.
vile, whore she will visit • few days
before ri turning to her home in Ter -
nessee. . C. B. Tate, Jr., and George
Bailey kit last evening to enter
&Pith Kentucky college at Hopk ire-
ville. Miss Ila Hihbe has returned
from HopkiLsville where she has
been visiting relatives.—Madison-
sills Hustler.
Mrs. Mary Stephens went to Hop-
k weville today to visit relatives....
Means. J. L. and Newt Blalock went
to H mkinsville today to sell tobac
co.—Mayrield Monitor.
Mr. George Phipps, of Omalaska,
Ark., is visiting his mother, Mrs. J.
H. Denton, and sister, Mrs. J. W
Ovei by.
B.,rn to the wife of Mr. Alex Moss-
by. last night a flee twelve pounds
SOD.
P. A. Watkins and family have rl -
turned front the World's fan-.
Mr. tient Gaither left today for
Memphis where he has accepted a
position as operator for the Western
Union Telegraph Co.
Mr. min,. J. Jefferson, of Cadiz,
wee in the city today en route home
from a visit to Texas.
Miss Bessie Stewart, of Madison-
ville, is visiting Mina Mollie Niche's
or. Etat 18th street.
Fins Position.
Mr. Eugene Arailstaini, tormerle•
of this city, has been made manager
of the big W. D. Kuhlnian & Co.,
wholesale aud retail drug store in
Knoxville, Tenn., and the Daily Tri-
bune says:
"Considerable interest has been
manifested as to whb would be iii
charge of the new stand and it will
therefore be gratifying to the many
• friends of Mr. Eugene Artnistead to
know that he it tee been advanced t.
this responsible position. Mr. Arm-
istead has been with Kuhititaits for
the past five years, is popular with
a boot of people, being a young man
of gentlemanly bearing and a thor-
oughly qualified and competent
pharmacist."
MEETS IN BOSTON
TRIENNIAL CONVENTION
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Bishop Dudley Presided Ov-
er Last Meeting.---Mr.
Abbitt a Delegate.
1••••••••••••••••••••••"•••••••• •••••••BOY'S KNEE PANTS SUIT
• 
AT A LITTLE MORE THAN 
•
•
•
The copvention is composed of all 
the biehops of the Protestant Episco-
pal churches in the United States
and all of the missionary bishops of
the church throughout the world. •
From each diocese, in addition to
the bishops, there will be, compoe- •
ing the house of clerical and !ay de- it
puttee, which corresponds to the rik
IP
house of representatives in congress, •
Kentucky's delegation to the trien-
nial convention of the Protestant
Episcopal ohureh, which will be held
in Boston October 5, will be unusual-
ly strong, and in addition to the ac-
credited representatives, it is expect-
ed that a number of church peor.le
from all over the diocese will be pre-
sent at the convention. The dele-
gates are as follows:
Rev. J. K. Mason, D. D., Rev. J.
G. Minnegerode, D. D.; Reverdy Es-
till, D. D.; Rev. C. E. Craik, D. D.;
Mr. Win. A. Robinson and Mr. A. E.
Richards, 1). C. L., all of Louisville;
Mr. R. W. Covington. of Bowling
Green, and Mr. James E. Rankin, of
Henderson.
The supplemental delegates are as
follows: Rev. L. W. Rose, Hender-
son; Rev. G. C. Abbitt, Hopkinsville ;
Rev. L. E. Johnson; Mr. R A. Rob-
inson, Mr. A. L. Terry and Mr. C. H.
Pettet, Louisville.
four clergymen and four laymen,
and, besides four clergymen and
four laymen as supplemental depu-
ties.
The late Bish m Thomas Under-
wood Dudley, of this diocese, Was
the presiding bishop at the last con-
vention in San Francisco, and a sue-,
eessor will have to be selected at
the meeang in Boston.
The Bishop-elect to be elected for
his diocese at the special meeting of
the council to be held in Calvary
church, in Louisville, September 21,
will be coellrmed by concurrent vote
of the house of bishops and the
house of clerical and lay deputies,
which meet in Bost n.
An interesting feature of the con-
veutiou will be the attendance sa a
guest, of the Archbishop, of Can-
terbury, the head of the church in
England. It will be the first time an
Archbishop of Canterbury has ever
visited this country.
TANDY DECLINES
A conspicuous compliment haa
been paid to one of Clarksville's well
known and succeseful tobacco men,
Mr. Ed R. Tandy. He has been ten-
dered a place on the Jury of Awards
to tier as a judge iii the numerous
contests for which premium; have
been offered by the World's Fair
management for the best displays of
tobacco and its products. The duties
ot such Jury of Awards have been
sub-divided into several different
branches, embracing all agricultural
products. The judges of the tobacco
display have been selected with ref-
erence to their known knowledge re-
spinning all that comes under that
bead. Four have been chosen from
Kentucky and Tennessee, one from
Iowa and one from Connecticut,
Mr. Tandy,howeVer,has been corn.
polled to decline the appointment,
the duties of which would interfere
materially with his private business.
Notwithstanding the honor is one of
which any man snould feel proud, as
it is also a recognition of distinction
to this market. —Clarksville Leaf-
Chronicle.
GUTHRIE FAIR.
Mr. It. Lester, representing the
Guthrie Agricultural Fair and Stock
Show, was in the city today in the
t hiterest of the fair, which will be
held Sept. 29, 30 and Oct. let. It
' promises to be a big event.
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PHIL WALCOFF & CO.
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'farm's. Dors• a Comonsws CLOTHING
632 BROADWAY
4111-(--C7
NEW arOR
717'
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The above le tterexplains the headlines to this advertisement.
These suits were received yesterday and they look even better than
when we were looking through them in New York. They are all new
Double-breasted Fall and Winter Weights, comprising all classes of
materials,Cheviots,Cassimeres and Worsteds,sizes 6 to 15 years, worth
$2.00 to $6.00 a suit. We have marked them
$1.00 $1.25 $1.50 $2.00 $2.50 $3.00 and $3.50
and every suit is worth almost double. This is a grand opportunity:
to fit the boys up in their winter suits at a big saving, but you know
about the early bird and the worm.
J. II. Anderson & Co.
Howell Notes.
Howell, Ky., Sept. 8, '04.
—Mrs. John Gregory is visiting Mir
daughter, Mrs. Ed. Garrott, in Rus-
sellville.
—Miss Mary Emma Sively left
yesterday to attend Logan college at
Russellville.
—Mr. Morton Embry returned
from Monterey, Tenn., last week,
where he spent the summer, and left
Monday to attend school at Bethel'.
college, Russellville.
—l:18i.ss Barbara Adcock, of Church
Hill, has again resumed her music
class here, with a large number of
pupi
—TLe annual protracted meeting
will begin at Olivet, Sept. 18th, con-
ducted by Rev. M. E. Statley, of
Morgantleld, Ky.
—A meeting of the farmers here —Mr. J. F..pixon and sister, Miss
today is for the purpose of talking Nora, will Ono Louisville this week
about the beet interests of them It to purchase a Fall stook of goods.
regard to their tobacco.
—Mr. Henry Clardy and wife, of
Mobile, Ala., arrived Monday and
are visithig their relatives in this
calitty,
—Prof. (.lardy front the West, is at
the home 'of his father, Mr. Jas.
M.'ClardP, and will spend several
days resting.
—The pastor of Olivet thumb ad-
ministered the ordinance of baptign
Sunday afternoon to Mrs. T. F. Mae--
dy, Miss Nora Dixon and Mr. AtiOdi
Sutz. Quite a large crowd witusell...
ed the occasion.
Incognito,.
A Story of
absorbing interest is told Oa
of this (roue of the New Ea.
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